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n a deadly terror strike on a
patrol party, two motorcycleborne terrorists shot five CRPF
men, including two officers, on
the busy Khannabal-Pahalgam
(KP) road — Amarnath pilgrims travel via this road to the
cave shrine — in South
Kashmir’s Anantnag district
on Wednesday. Three other
CRPF jawans and two Jammu
& Kashmir policemen received
grievous injuries.
Though
Al-Umar
Mujahideen, a a Pakistanbased defunct terror group,
has claimed responsibility for
the strike, officials, however,
said that it was a handiwork of
Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM).
The terror strike took place
despite heightened level of
security ahead of the beginning
of annual Amarnath yatra from
July 1. This is the first major
terror attack on the CRPF after
the “dastardly” Pulwama terror
attack in which 40 CRPF personnel were martyred in
February this year.
As the terrorists attacked
the CRPF patrol party which
fought the ultras and lost its five
personnel, immediately additional forces, led by Station
House Officer of Saddar police
station in Anantnag Arshad
Ahmed, reached the encounter
spot but had to face indiscriminate firing from the terrorists who also hurled
grenades at them. In the ensuring gunfight, one terrorist was
neutralised near Oxford school

he newly-elected first
woman Bar Council chairperson of Uttar Pradesh,
Darvesh Singh Yadav, was
gunned down in Agra on
Wednesday by a long-time
acquaintance who tried to
commit suicide and is battling
for life with bullet injuries.
On Wednesday, Darvesh
attended a felicitation programme on the Civil Court
premises in Agra and later
went into the chamber of
lawyer Arvind Kumar Mishra.
While Darvesh and Arvind
were chatting, another lawyer
Manish Sharma, long-time
acquaintance of Darvesh,
entered the room and fired
three shots at Darvesh from his
licensed revolver. Manish then
tried to end his life by shooting himself. Darvesh was pronounced dead on being
brought to hospital, while
Mansih is in critical condition.
Additional DG Ajay Anand
rushed to the spot. Initial
enquiry revealed that the victim
and the assailant had a heated
argument over some issue before
the felicitation programme.
Last Sunday, Darvesh and
Harishanker Singh of Varanasi
were jointly elected as chairpersons of UP Bar Council in
Prayagraj as both poled 12
votes each. As per an agreement, Darvesh was given the
post for the first six months
while Harishanker was to take
over for the next six months.
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in the heart of busy Anantnag
town, while the other managed
to escape, officials said.
Jammu & Kashmir Police
spokesman in Srinagar said, “In
this terror incident, five CRPF
personnel attained martyrdom
while repulsing the terror
attack. Three security force
personnel, including Anantnag
SHO Inspector Arshid Khan,
sustained gunshot injuries. In
the retaliatory action, a terrorist was gunned down on the
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spot. From the materials recovered, it is found that the dead
terrorist was a foreigner.”
Despite suffering loss of
lives, security forces took
utmost care to avoid any collateral damage in the busy
market area. All the shops in
the area immediately downed
their shutters and people moving in the area ran for safety as
terrorists targeted the patrol
party by lobbing grenades and
opening indiscriminate firing.

Due to the presence of
tourists in Pahalgam, security
forces cordoned off all the link
roads connecting the famous
tourist destination. Two ASI
rank CRPF officers and three
constables attained martyrdom
in the terror attack, official
sources told The Pioneer.
Inspector Arshid Khan
received bullet injuries on his
chest and was rushed to military hospital for advance medical treatment. A young girl was
also injured in the terror attack.
The martyred CRPF per-

sonnel have been identified as
ASI Ramesh Kumar of Jhajjar,
Haryana; ASI Nirod Sarma of
Nalbari, Assam; constable
Satendra
Kumar
of
Muzaffarnagar, UP; constable
Mahesh Kushwaha of Gazipur,
UP; constable Sandeep Yadav
of Dewas, MP.
J&K Director General of
Police Dilbagh Singh along
with senior officers visited
command hospital and
enquired about health of the
personnel injured in the
Anantnag terror attack.

he Delhi Government’s free
T
ride scheme for women
appears to have hit its first
roadblock as the Delhi Metro
Rail Corporation (DMRC) has
told the Government that the
scheme will have to be first
placed before the Fare Fixation
Committee of Delhi Metro as
per the Metro Act before its
implementation.
However, Delhi Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal on
Wednesday said, “DMRC
believes the approval of the
Fare Fixation Committee will
be needed for the rollout of the
scheme. The Fare Fixation
Committee should ordinarily
not be required in this case
because this is not a matter of
fare fixation. However, if the
DMRC thinks it is necessary,

Bengaluru: India’s second
sojourn to the moon,
Chandrayaan-2, would be
launched on July 15, Indian
Space Research Organisation
(ISRO) announced
on
Wednesday, as it is all set for the
most complex mission ever
undertaken by it.
Under the nearly C1,000
crore mission, the landing on
the moon near the South Pole
would be on September 6 or 7
on an uncharted territory,
ISRO chairman K Sivan said.

The Lander, named after
the father of the Indian space
programme, Vikram Sarabhai,
will touch down on a rugged
lunar surface in the final
descent, which, would be the
“most terrifying moment” of
the mission. “This 15 minutes
is going to be terrifying to all
of us not only people from
ISRO, but for entire India,
because the space agency has
never undertaken such type of
complex flight,” he said.
Detailed report on P9
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rime Minister Narendra
P
Modi’s aircraft will not fly
over Pakistan airspace on its
way to Bishkek in Kyrgyzstan
for the SCO summit starting
Thursday. The decision came
after India first requested
Pakistan to open its airspace for
the Indian PM and Islamabad
agreed to do so.
“The Government of India
had explored two options for
the route to be taken by the
VVIP aircraft to Bishkek. A
decision has now been taken
that the VVIP aircraft will fly
via Oman, Iran and Central
Asian countries on the way to
Bishkek,” a External Affairs
Ministry spokesperson said.
Pakistan PM Imran Khan
too is attending the SCO meet.
Pakistan had closed its airspace on February 26 after
IAF planes bombed a Jaish-eMohammed terror camp in
Pakistan’s Balakot.
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n an apparent bid to bring
Isince
peace in a State burning
the conclusion of general elections, Bengal Governor
KN Tripathi on Wednesday
called an all-party meet at 4 pm
on Thursday.
The Governor’s invite came
close on the heels of a violent
clash between BJP workers
marching towards the police
headquarters at Lalbazar and
the Kolkata Police, which used
water cannons, burst teargas
shells, and lathi-charged the
saffron crowd led by senior
leaders like State BJP president
Dilip Ghosh, Mukul Roy, Rahul
Sinha, Kailash Vijayvargiya,
Locket Chatterjee and others.
In the melee, about 50
people, including State party

general secretar y Raju
Banerjee, was injured and had
to be hospitalised with head
injuries, Ghosh said, adding
“Mamata Banerjee and her
Trinamool Congress are stoking violence by using a particular community.”
The Governor is known to
have written to BJP, Trinamool,
CPI(M) and Congress to attend
the meeting, sources said.
The BJP said it would send
its team headed by senior
leader JP Majumdar while
TMC MP Abhishek Banerjee
said his party “has no problem
in joining the meeting if it is
about restoration of peace,”
adding senior Minister Partho
Chatterjee could represent the
party in the meeting. Congress
State president Somen Mitra
said he would attend the meeting. CPI(M) said State party
secretary Suryakanto Mishra
would join the talks.
Continued on Page 4

we will go ahead with it,” said
Kejriwal.
The Delhi Metro has submitted its proposal on the free
travel for women in the Metro,
a week after the Delhi
Government gave the Delhi
Metro and the Delhi Transport
Corporation a plan to submit
within a week to implement the
scheme in next three months.
Kejriwal said concrete plan
has come out and major
progress has been made by the
DMRC. The CM said the
DMRC has come with two
options to implement the
scheme in the city for
woman and girls. However,
both the options will take time
to implement.
Continued on Page 4
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New Delhi: The Delhi
Government has finally notified
the much awaited new fare slab
fixed for the auto-rickshaws on
Wednesday after almost a gap of
six years. The new fare hike has
been approved and notified by
the Transport Minister Kailash
Gahlot. The new fares will be
issued to the public in two-three
days. As per the new scheme,
the auto-rickshaw fare has been
hiked by 18.75 per cent.
Detailed report on P2
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viral video has exposed
A
the brutal face of the
Government Railway Police
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(GRP) whose men mercilessly
thrashed a news channel
reporter and allegedly urinated at him for doing a story on
the derailment of a good train
and illegal vendors at Shamli
railway station, Uttar Pradesh,
on Tuesday evening. Two railway policemen have been suspended for allegedly thrashing
the journalist.
Amit Sharma, who worked
for a well-known Hindi channel, had gone to cover an incident of derailment of a freight
train near Dheemanpur railway
crossing and later came to
Shamli station for further
updates when he was grabbed
by the GRP personnel.
They punched and kicked him
in front of the public and
detained him.
“It all began sometime
back when I blew the cover of

an illegal trade racket run by
GRP personnel in the trains, I
reported the story and since
then I have been on the target
of the GRP men. Last night,
without any fault of mine, I was
beaten and locked up. I was tortured while I was held captive
last night. I demand strict
action on the people involved
in beating me up,” he said.
After the video of SHO
(GRP) Rakesh Kumar and constable Sunil Kumar thrashing
the journalist went viral, a
huge number of journalists
thronged the GRP station
protesting the incident.
After much hullaballoo,
police ordered a probe on
Wednesday
morning.
Preliminary investigation
revealed that the GRP personnel were inebriated.
“They damaged my camera, hit and abused me. I was
locked up, stripped and they
urinated at me,” Sharma
alleged.
Continued on Page 4
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he Union Cabinet on
T
Wednesday decided to reintroduce the Triple Talaq Bill
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in the forthcoming Parliament
Session and extend President
Rule in Jammu & Kashmir
by six months.
Addressing mediapersons
after the Cabinet meeting,
Information & Broadcasting
Minister Prakash Javadekar
said a fresh Bill to ban the practice of instant triple talaq will
be introduced to replace the
Ordinance issued in February.
The fresh Bill will be introduced in the Budget Session of
Parliament,
beginning
Monday, he said. The new Bill

?aPZPbW9PePSTZPa

is having the same provisions
of the second amendment Bill
having provisions of reaching
compromise between the husband and wife to avoid further
prosecution. Due to the
protests by Opposition parties,
the previous Government
could not pass the Bill in the
Rajya Sabha.
Javadekar informed that
President Rule in Jammu &
Kashmir will be extended by six
more months beginning July 3.
Continued on Page 4
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elhi Congress president
Sheila Dikshit called on
D
Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal
on Wednesday and demanded
six-month waiver to power
consumers in the city, saying
that the customers have already
been paid over C7,401 crore as
increased fixed charges and
surcharge for pension fund.
Delhi Chief Minister
agreed to order a probe into
how the discoms were allowed
to collect C7401 crores on fixed
charges and pension accounts,
the party said in a statement.
A party delegation led by
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Dikshit asked Kejriwal to
immediately roll back the fixed
charges and pension funds,
being illegally collected from
the power consumers. A memorandum signed by Dikshit
was submitted to Kejriwal.
“The Delhi Congress demands
that the AAP government
should not bill the power
consumers in Delhi for next six
months as the state government has illegally collected
C7,401 crore from them in the
name of fixed charges and
pensions funds to favour
(power) discoms,” it said. The
Delhi Congress has stepped up
attack on the ruling AAP over
issues related to power and
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water supply, which the ruling

Between Meerut South to Modipuram
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long with high speed connectivity, the National
A
Capital Region Transport
Corporation (NCRTC) which
is implementing RRTS project,
will develop 12 metro stations
between Meerut South to
Modipuram and areas between
Begumpur and Modipuram,
thus making travel easier for
the people in Delhi and
Meerut, the plan is to providing metro connectivity in the
places that fall between these
stretches.
With metro stations beinng included, the total count of
stations will rise to 24.
Moreover, this will be first
time that Rapid Rail Transit
System (RRTS) and Mass Rapid
Transit System (MRTS) services will be operated together at one time in same infrastructure.
Earlier, the proposal was to
construct the metro station
parallel to the RRTS route, of
which the estimated cost was
about C8500 crore approximately. But with the metro
alignment on the same rapid
rail infrastructure, the cost has
been reduced and an approximate amount of C6300 crore
will be saved.
“This optimization excellence is for first time in the
country in which the government is saving billion dollar
investment as well as will provide seamless network and a
convenient travelling for the
lakhs of commuters. Earlier,
there was a metro plan on the
same alignment parallel to the
RRTS route. But with the new
plan will be ready with an
approximate amount of C2000
crores by saving C6300 crores,”
said Sudhir Sharma, a senior

NCRTC official.
Besides, the estimated budget of the 82 Km long DelhiGhaziabad-Meerut corridor is
C30274 crores (approx).
“Further, it will save time
and money. For example, a person boarded a train from
Rethani and he wants to go
towards Modinagar or Delhi or
Muradnagar, he has to only
come to Meerut South on the
same platform he can de-board
and can interchange for Delhi
or Modipuram directly through
rapid rail,” added the official.
As per the official, there
will be total 24 stations in the
Delhi Meerut Corridor, of
which two will be station cum
depot, 12 metro stations
(including three RRTS station)
and remaining are RRTS stations.
There will be seven priority sections from Sarai Kale
Khan to Duhai via Saibabad
and Ghaziabad. The metro station with interchange stations
will have four tracks and the
metro station will have the
capacity of three coaches. The
12 metro station are Meerut
South (interchange to rapid
rail), Partapur, Rithani,
Shatabdi Nagar, Brahmpuri,
Meereut Central, Bhaisali,
Begumpul(interchange) , MES
colony, Daurli, Meerut North
and Modi Puram (interchange). Out of these, eight will
be elevated and four will be
underground station.
The project was approved
by the Union Cabinet on 19th
February and the Uttar Pradesh
(UP) government has sanctioned its approval on 3rd
March this year. The Prime
Minister Narendra Modi laid
foundation stone for on 8th
March. The pre-construction
on this corridor has started.
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eak Power demand in Delhi
has shattered all the records,
touching to highest of the season 6,904 MW on Wednesday.
BRPL and BYPL successfully
met the peak power demand of
2951 MW and 1580 MW in
their respective areas. This
power demand may further
increase during the night
hours.
Delhi’s peak power
demand during the summers of
2019 may clock 7400 MW.
Last summers, they breached
the 7000 MW for the first
time - peaking at 7016 MW.
Peak power demand in BRPL’
area of South and West Delhi,
which had reached 3081 MW
during the summers of 2018, is
expected to touch around 3200
MW this year. In BYPL’ area of
East and Central Delhi, the
peak power demand which
had reached 1561 MW last year
is expected to touch around
1640 MW.
A senior BSES official said
that cooling load is the main
reason factor behind the
increase in Delhi’s power load.
In fact, according to estimates,
almost around 50 per cent of
Delhi’s power demand in summers is because of the cooling
load (AC, coolers and fans).

P

dispensation claims were its

biggest achievements, with the
Delhi assembly polls due in
early 2020.
After meeting with
Kejriwal, Dikshit said that the
Congress delegation met the
Chief Minister to tell him
about the problems being faced
by the people of Delhi, particularly the power outage and the
severe water shortage, and
because of that, people are
being put to endless woes in
these severe summer days.
Besides Dikshit, working
presidents Haroon Yusuf,
Rajesh Lilothia and Devender
Yadav, former Delhi Ministers
Ramakant Goswami, Dr Kiran
Walia, spokespersons Jitender

Kumar Kochar (Jitu) and
Harnam Singh were members
of the delegation who attended the meeting.
Haroon Yusuf said that
this was a blatant lie as the
Election Code of Conduct had
come into force only from
March, 2019 whereas the fixed
charges issue, which the Delhi
Congress has been raising time
and again, had been hanging
fire for the past one year.
Yusuf said that the AAP
Government’s promise of providing 24-hour uninterrupted
power supply has proved to be
a hollow promise, as the people of Delhi have been going
through a harrowing time due

to the frequent power cuts in
the national Capital. “The
Congress privatised the power
distribution in Delhi to ensure
uninterrupted power supply
even at the peak of summer.
Before privatizations, the city
used to experience power cuts
ranging from 12 to 18 hours.
He said that the delegation
also demanded that the AAP
Government should immediately stop charging 3.8 per
cent pension fund in the power
bills as when the tripartite
agreement with the discoms
was signed, it was agreed upon
that whatever gap there is in the
pension funds would be filled
by the discoms.
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ust storm with thunderstorm activities brought
D
much needed respite for
Delhiites, with this maximum
temperature brought down to
41.6 degree Celsius at
Safdarjung observatory on
Wednesday though air quality
recorded poor due to localised
dust lifting. Flight operations
at Indira Gandhi International
Airport (IGIA) also interrupted as nine domestic flights
diverted till 18;30 hrs.
According to Indian
Meteorological Department
(IMD), a dust storm hit several parts of the national capital.
Importantly, from past few
days, the national capital was
reeling under the severe to
high severe heat wave. On
Monday, the maximum temperature broke all the historic
records as maximum temperature was settled at 48 degree
Celsius.
Private weather forecaster
Skymet Weather said parts of
Delhi and NCR could also see
heavy showers. The Palam
observatory recorded a high of
43.4 degrees Celsius and a low
of 32.4 degrees.
With dust in Delhi air, the
primary pollutant Particulate
Matter (PM) 10 recorded 200
Micro Cubic per gram. “Coefficient and settling of coarser dust particles as expected,
SAFAR updated its report.
SAFAR mentioned about
the movement of dust storm.
“Dust storm from Afghanistan
and Pakistan is presently located in north west Arabian sea
and Pakistan due to the development of severe cyclonic
storm Vayu which is pulling air
mass from that region, the trajectory of dust plume is mod-
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ified,” SAFAR explained with
graphical representation.
“Delhi is likely to be out of
heavy air quality episode but
AQI will remain poor categorically for next two days.
Western disturbances with
thunderstorm is looming large.
Gusty winds may further lead
to local dust lifting if local heat
wave condition continue to
prevail resulting in increasing
levels of coarser particles
PM10,” SAFAR highlighted air
quality forecast for Delhi.
Meanwhile, Regional
Weather Department (Delhi
Wing ) forecast weekly weather report . As per the update ,
Delhi will witness rain on 16,
17 and 18 June while thunderstorm and strong surface wind
activities will occur on June 14
and 15.
With these activities in
Delhi , the maximum temperature may oscillate between 39
degree Celsius and 43 degree
Celsius, the good news for
Delhi people is days of heat
wave over.
The minimum temperature will fluctuate between 28
degree Celsius and 31 degree
Celsius throughout the week!
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he Delhi Government has
finally notified the much
awaited new fare slab fixed for
the auto-rickshaws on
Wednesday, after almost a gap
of six years. The new fare hike
has been approved and notified
by the Transport minister
Kailash Gahlot on Wednesday.
The new fares will be issued to
the public in two-three days. As
per the new scheme, the autorickshaw fare has been hiked by
18.75 percent.
The Delhi Transport
Department has notified and
sent the notification to the
State Transport Authority
(STA) to publish the new
guidelines in ‘Gazette-Part-IV’
of extra ordinary of Transport
Department. “In suppression of
earlier notifications in this
behalf and in exercise of the
powers conferred by clause (i)
of sub section (1) of section 67
of the Motor Vehicles (MV) act,
1988 and having regard to
clause (d) of the said sub-section following directions have
been hereby by issued State
Transport Authority,” read the
notification a copy of which is
with The Pioneer.
“This scheme does not
need any approval from the
Lieutenant Governor (LG) as
per the Motor Vehicle Act.
Thus, the new fare for auto-

T

rickshaw has notified and has
been send to the STA which
will conduct an official meeting and then will issue a public notice regarding the matter,”
said a high ranking official.
The fares have been hiked
by 18.75 percent and as per the
official notification, for the
first fall of 1.5 kilometre (upon
downing the metre) Rs 25 will
be charged by an auto-rickshaw
in the day time and therafter
Rs. 9.50 per km for every additional km. The fare also
includes Rs 0.50 charges, for
having global positioning system (GPS), General packet
radio Servcie, control room.
During the night hours, 25
percent of the day time fares
will be charged between 11:00
PM to 5:00 AM. Further, the
waiting charges will be charged
at the rate of Rs. 0.75 per
minute and will be applicable
for every one minute (no limit
of minimum 15 minutes as earlier when the vehicle is stationery or stuck in traffic or
moving extremely slow (less
than 1km covered in 10 minutes.
Rs 7.50 shall be charged as
extra for carrying luggage. “Rs
7.50 will be charged as extra
luggage charge wheras the drive
or operator shall not charge any
extra amount for shopping bag
or a small attaché/suitcase,”
read the notifuication.

elhi Police on Wednesday
claimed to have arrested a
D
29 year-old man who had
allegedly slaughtered a cow
and then thrown its parts with
intention to provoke communal riots in the National
Capital’s Harsh Vihar area on
the day of ‘Holi festival’. Police
said that the accused Imran was
on the run after committing the
crime and he was randomly
changing his hideout in Uttar
Pradesh (UP). Police had also
declared a reward of Rs 25
thousand on information leading to his arrest.
The accused Imran, a resident of Ghaziabad, in 2016 had
killed a buffalo by injecting poison and was arrested by the
sleuths of Loni police station
under section of NDPS Act.
According to Pramod
Singh Kushwaha, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), Special Cell, on March
21, in the early morning, local
residents of Harsh Vihar
noticed that some body parts of
a slaughtered cow and an animal fetus were which were
lying near the boundary wall of
Arora Farms in Harsh Vihar.
“Gradually, people gathered there and they were highly provoked on seeing the
scene. People of majority community had gathered on the
roads and had held demonstration to protest cow slaughter, but timely and swift action

by local police helped in easing
the situation,” said the DCP
adding that a case under
429/432/153-A of Indian Penal
Code (IPC), 11L of Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals Act and
Delhi Agricultural Cattle
Preservation Act was registered at Harsh Vihar police station and investigation was
taken up.
“During investigation,
three associates of the accused
Imran, identified as Parvez,
Lukman and Insallaham were
arrested but Imran went underground. On June 11 specific
inputs were received that Imran
who has been hiding somewhere in Uttrakhand would
come to meet his family members near Loni roundabout in
the early hours of Wednesday
following which a trap was laid
and the accused was arrested,”
said the DCP.
“During interrogation, the
accused disclosed that he along
with his associates had conspired to flare up communal
tension between two communities (Hinud and Muslims) in
the area of Harsh Vihar on the
day of Holi celebration. As per
plan, they slaughtered a cow
and mischievously spread body
parts of cow to create communal tension and a law and
order problem in the area,” said
the DCP
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ith arrest of three criminals, Delhi Police on
Wednesday claimed to have
solved several cases of murder,
attempt to murder, robbery,
snatching, extortion and Arms
Act registered across National
Capital and its neighbouring
state Haryana. Police have also
recovered three country-made
pistols, six country-made kattas, and 19 cartridges from the
possession of the accused.
The accused identified as
Lakshay Parashar (23), Nitin
Yadav (22) both residents of
Delhi’s Bawana and Jatin (19)
a resident of Sampla in district
Rohtak of Haryana, were
nabbed by the sleuths of Outer
North Delhi district while they
were coming to Bawana on a
stolen bike to commit a crime.
According to Gaurav
Sharma,
the
Deputy
Commissioner of Police (DCP),
Outer North district, on June 11,
specific inputs were received that
some wanted criminals would
be coming to area of Bawana.
“Acting on the information
a trap was laid on Auchandi
Border, near Police Post
Dariyapur. Police team tried to
stop three persons, who were
coming on a Splendor bike but
on seeing police they tried flee
but were nabbed after a brief
chase,” said the DCP.

W
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oncerned over spurt in
cases of vector borne disC
eases, South Delhi Municipal
Corporation (SDMC) on
Monday decided to educate
people to purchase mosquito
free coolers developed by the
‘Non-Communicable Diseases
Control
Programme’
(NCDCP) considering that
there is no scope of mosquito
breeding in such coolers.
The South Corporation
organised a workshop for the
councilors, Resident Welfare
Office bearers and members of
the civic body to spread awareness against vector borne diseases.
Speaking on this occasion
SDMC Mayor Sunita Kangra
stated
that
Dengue,
Chikungunia and Malaria erupt
only because of the accumulation of the clean water on
which female mosquitos breed.
“It is easy to stop breeding
of the mosquitoes by taking a
few precautions such as cleaning and drying up all those
utensils, tyres, coolers, flower
pots and other articles prone to
accumulation of water and
putting full sleeves clothes to
avoid mosquito bites particularly in the case of kids and
school going children,” she
said.
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he UK High Court on
Wednesday rejected Nirav
T
Modi’s bail application, his
fourth attempt as the diamond
merchant fights his extradition
from Britain to India in the
nearly USD 2 billion Punjab
National Bank (PNB) fraud
and money laundering case.
In her judgment handed
down at the Royal Courts of
Justice in London, Justice
Ingrid Simler concluded there
are “substantial grounds” to
believe that the 48-year-old
fugitive diamantaire would fail
to surrender as he does possess
the means to “abscond”.
Reiterating similar concerns as those raised by the
lower court in the UK during
previous bail hearings, Judge
Simler ruled that after considering all the material “carefully”, she had found strong evidence to suggest there had
been interference with witnesses and destruction of evidence in the case and concluded it can still occur.
“The applicant has access
to considerable financial
resources, supported by an
increased (bail bond security)
offer of 2 million pounds,” the

Judge noted.
“It is difficult, in my judgement, to see how the UK is a
safe haven as there is no case of
him being tried here… There
are still places in the world one
can escape to, which are an
even safer haven from the

Indian investigating authorities,” she said, countering
Modi’s lawyers’ assertion that
he did not have any incentive
to flee the UK as he sees it as a
safe haven of justice.
The judge stressed that
while it was not for her to take
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London: A UK High Court
judge on Wednesday accepted
a broad consistency of evidence
put forward by the Crown
Prosecution Service (CPS),
arguing on behalf of the Indian
Government, in the extradition
case against fugitive diamond
merchant Nirav Modi.
Justice Ingrid Simler read
out a detailed judgment at the
Royal Courts of Justice, in
which she upheld a lower court
ruling to withhold bail and
also summed up the case against
Modi — wanted in India as the
“principal beneficiary” of the
fraudulent issuance of letters of
undertaking (LoUs) in the near-

ly USD 2 billion Punjab
National Bank (PNB) fraud
and money laundering case.
“Taken overall, there is a
broad consistency of evidence,”
Judge Simler noted, as she
accepted all the concerns raised
by the CPS. Modi’s legal team
had rejected any of destruction
of evidence by him and claimed
that any mobile phones disposed of were only to avoid
tracking rather than to destroy
the material held on them. But
the judge dismissed this assertion, accepting the CPS assertion that they were destroyed to
obstruct the CBI and ED investigation.
PTI

a “definitive view” on the evidence, she had proceeded on
the basis that the government
of India has acted in good faith
in what is “undoubtedly” a
serious case and a “sophisticated international conspiracy”
to defraud together with
money laundering.
Simler concluded that it is
“difficult to predict” how Modi
would react to developments in
the extradition process, which
raises a “strong incentive” of
failure to surrender before the
UK courts to avoid returning to
India. “All 12 witnesses make
similar allegations – they were
threatened and kept in fear…
in all these circumstances, there
is compelling evidence that
the applicant (Modi) and those
acting on his behalf have
sought to interfere and destroy
evidence,” the judge noted.

n innocuous but hilarious
cartoon drawn by KK
Subhash, a young artist in Kerala,
has earned the wrath of the powerful Kerala Catholic Bishop
Council (KCBC) which has literally shown the “red card” to the
Left Democratic Front
Government asking the latter to
reconsider its decision to select
the cartoon for the State Award.
It was on Monday, the
Kerala Lalithkala Akademi , an
organisation under the Kerala
Government for conserving
and promoting visual arts
announced the names of artists
who have been selected for the
2018-2019 awards. Subhash’s
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The short-term plan will
take at least eight months and
the long-term plan will take
more than a year.
“I want to share some good
news with the women of Delhi.
The DMRC has submitted a
concrete proposal on our
scheme to make public transport free for women. Two
options have been proposed by
them for implementation of
this scheme. One is a longer
term plan that will take one
year to implement and will
involve changing of the
DMRC’s software, tokens and
cards. However, the second
option is a short-term, stop gap
arrangement,” said Kejriwal.
Under the short-term plan,
the women shall be able to purchase tokens at ticket windows
and automatic ticket vending

akistan-based terror group
Jaish-e-Mohammad’s affiliate Al Umar Mujahideen on
Wednesday carried out a major
attack killing five CRPF personnel and injuring four other
security men about a fortnight
before the Amarnath Yatra in
Anantnag district, also the base
area for the pilgrimage to the
cave shrine.
Counter-terrorism expert
Dr Rituraj Mate said, “Through
the attack, the terrorists have
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cartoon featuring Franko
Mulakkal, the tainted bishop of
Punjab who was accused of
molesting nuns working with
him, was selected as the best
political cartoon. The work,
titled Viswasam Rakshathi
(Malayalam for ‘Let the Belief
Save Us’) had the image of
Mulakkal with the holy stick
carrying undergarments on it.
By Wednesday, the KCBC
in a statement asked the Kerala
Government to cancel the
award as th art work had ‘insulted priesthood’ in an obscene
manner. Varghese Vallikkattu,
spokesman of KCBC said un a
statement that the cartoon has
hurt the religious sentiments of
the Christians. “This action of
the Kerala Government is a

deliberate move to insult the
Church as an act of vengeance
as the former suspects that the
minorities did not vote for the
LDF in the recently held Lok
Sabha election,” said Vallikkattu.
But Ramachandran, art
critic and author s of the view
that the Church was threatening the CPM-led government
by accusing it of offending the
sentiments of the minorities.
‘The Church, of late has been
pressurising the government to
take action against its own
people who are not in the
same page with the former on
various issues. The action
against Paul Thelekkatt, a widely respected priest is a proof of
this attitude of the Church,”
said Ramachandran.

Washington: Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo will discuss the
Trump administration’s “ambitious agenda” for the US-India
strategic partnership when he
meets with Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and External
Affairs Minister S Jaishankar this
month in New Delhi, the state
department said. Pompeo will
travel to four countries — India,
Sri Lanka, Japan and South
Korea — from June 24 to 30.
“Prime Minister Modi’s recent
election victory provides an
excellent opportunity for him to
implement his vision for a strong
and prosperous India that plays
a leading role on global stage,”
state department spokesperson
Morgan Ortagus said.
PTI

machines (ATVMs) by simply
sharing their destination.
Separate gate will be there for
woman to enter with the token
but the exit gates will remain
common. The DMRC will not
need to change their software.
“Although the DMRC says
they need 8 months to roll out
this model, we believe we can
work with their officers and
implement the scheme in the
next 2-3 months. Only two
steps need to be taken by the
DMRC - special tokens need to
be printed and in 170 stations
where ticket windows have been
shut, they need to be reopened.
We do not think these steps will
take more than 2-3 months,”
said the Chief Minister.
He added that, “The
DMRC has said it expects a 50
per cent increase in women ridership after the rollout of this
scheme, which means 45-50
per cent of the ridership will be

women. This will mean a total
financial commitment of Rs
1,566.64 crores. The Delhi
Government has no objections
with this. Operationally, the
Delhi Government will pay
the DMRC whatever is the
actual cost it incurs. Whether
it is our projection or the
DMRC’s, the payments will be
finally based on the actual
usage of the subsidy.”
Explaining on availability of
funds, Kejriwal added that,
“The people of Delhi have elected an honest Government,
which has increased revenues
and runs in surplus without
increasing a single tax in its
term. We have saved that hard
earned money of the people and
will use it to provide the maximum benefit back to the people. The Government has made
financial arrangement for the
empowerment and security of
women. The Delhi Government

will give a commitment to the
DMRC that the subsidy will be
provided by the Government
similar to the subsidy paid by
the Government for electricity
and water.
When asked about whether
the policy was discriminatory,
CM Kejriwal said, “To those who
say this policy is against gender
equality, I ask - Do we have gender equality in this country to
begin with? We do not live in a
country that treats women at par
with men. Only 30 per cent of
the Metro ridership is women.
Women form only 11 per cent of
Delhi’s workforce, whereas the
national average is 24 per cent.
This needs to change. The kinds
of opportunities that will
open up for women if
their travel becomes free are
enormous. It will boost
their status as members of the
workforce
and
boost
the economy.”

sought to deliver a strong message that the Amarnath Yatra
would be target in the coming
days. The attack could also be a
signal to Union Home Minister
Amit Shah that his strong leadership would not go unchallenged in so far as terror attacks
in the Valley are concerned.”
The security forces should
deploy more pickets in the area
to check terror hits from motorcycle-borne terrorists as the
terrain is suitable for the terrorists to use two-wheelers for
targeting the forces and flee

from the crime scene, Mate said,
adding either the local militants
should be weaned away from
the terror fold or eliminated in
strong security action.
The attack could also be
aimed at testing the reaction
from the security forces under
Shah’s leadership, he added.
The location of the attack is the
base area for Amarnath Yatra
and the major hit comes days
after Union Home Minister
Amit Shah reviewed preparations for the Amarnath Yatra that
is beginning on July 1.
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New Delhi: As mercury touched all-time high in Delhi this summer, water crisis is galore in some
parts of the national Capital. Adding to the water crisis woes is the ban on the private water tankers
by Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal, who promised that only Delhi Jal Board water tankers
will be deployed for the purpose in area still awaiting water pipeline.
However, the non-implementation of the CM’s promise has left residents of South Delhi’s Deoli
in the lurch. Residents of Yamuna Apartment, Deoli, with about 250 families, are rue, “In the last
four years, we tried our best and approached all the Government authorities like DJB, local MLA,
the CM Janata Adalat, but all in vain. We used to buy water from private tankers, but that is not
available now after Kejriwal’s fiat. The Delhi Government has imposed a ban on private water
tankers without even thinking of alternative solutions for water supplies to apartment.”
They added, “We went to meet the Delhi Jal Board Executive Engineer, but he too refused to help
us as they have only 50 water tankers available with them. As per them, they only provide free water
facilities to independent houses and not to apartments.” Therefore, the residents of Yamuna Apartments
have decided to sit on a peaceful protest at the residence of MLA Prakash Jhariwal soon.
SR
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he BJP Parliamentary Party
Executive Committee was
constituted on Wednesday with
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi as the leader of the party,
Rajnath Singh as Deputy leader
of the party (Lok Sabha),
Thawar Chand Gehlot as leader
of party in Rajya Sabha and
Piyush Goyal as Deputy leader
of party in the upper house.
Ghelot, a Dalit leader, has
replaced former Finance
Minister Arun Jaitley while
the two-time Rajya Sabha MP
Goyal will be succeeding Union
Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad,
who has been elected to the
Lok Sabha. Jaitley had requested the leadership to relieve him
from key positions in view of
his health. Goyal had served as
finance minister for a brief
period when Jaitley was not
well in the last dispensation of
Modi-government.
Union Minister Smriti
Irani’s induction in the BJP’s
parliamentary party executive
committee shows elevation in
her stature within the party
after she trounced Congress
president Rahul Gandhi from
the Amethi parliamentary constituency.
The newly constituted BJP
parliamentary party executive
committee marks generational
shift in the party as perhaps for
the first time L K Advani and
Murli Manohar Joshi are not
part of it, as both are not MPs.
Besides them, Jaitley and
Sushma Swaraj are also not its
members.
The BJP has also decided to
make Sanjay Jaiswal, the party’s
Lok Sabha MP from Bihar, its
chief whip in the house. He will
succeed Anurag Thakur, who
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After the Union Cabinet’s nod, President Ram Nath Kovind
will sign the proclamation for imposition of President’s Rule in
the State and it will come into effect on July 3, a Home Ministry
official said. The State is under Central rule since June 20, 2018,
after BJP withdrawn its support to Mehbooba Mufti Government.
The Cabinet meeting chaired by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi also decided to re-introduce Aadhaar Bill, and amendment
Bills to Medical Council, Dentist Council and Homeopathy
Council. The Cabinet also passed the introduction of New Delhi
International Arbitration Centre Bill, 2019 to create an international arbitration in New Delhi. The meeting also approved the
Central Educational Institutions (Reservation in Teachers’
Cadre) Bill, 2019” which creates 7,000 existing vacancies to be
filled up by direct recruitment in teachers’ cadre. The other Bills
were to be introduced are amendment to Jammu & Kashmir
Reservation Rules to implement economic reservation in the State
and the Bill to speed up the eviction of illegal occupation in public property.
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has become a Minister in the
new Modi Government. It also
the first time appointed three
women MPs as its whips,
specifically for women parliamentarians.
Besides these, three women
whips and 15 other whips for
Lok Sabha have also been
appointed for parliamentarians
from different states, where its
strength has increased to 303.
Special invitees from Lok
Sabha to the BJP’s parliamentary party executive are Nitin
Gadkari, Ravi Shankar Prasad,
Arjun Munda, Narendra Singh
Tomar and Jual Oram.
In Rajya Sabha, special
invitees are J P Nadda, Om
Prakash Mathur, Nirmala
Sitharaman, Dharmendra
Pradhan and Prakash
Javadekar. BJP general secretary Kailash Vijayvargiya has
been reappointed as in-charge
of the party’s parliamentary
office and Balasubrahmanyam
Kumarsu as secretary.
The first meeting of the
executive will be held on June
16 at 3:30 pm, a day before the
commencement of the session.
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“We welcome the decision. We
have received Tripathi’s letter. We
would be attending tomorrow’s meeting. May be JP Majumdar will lead the
delegation and if need be more leaders
could be sent there,” he said.
Earlier, even as thousands of BJP
workers marched towards Lalbazar
protesting against rising violence and
political deaths in the State particularly in and around Basirhat, the police
intercepted them and fired teargas
shells and water cannons.
“There was no need to lathi-charge
and fire teargas shells on the crowd
because we were marching peacefully,”
Ghosh later said adding the BJP procession was stopped long before they
could reach the vicinity of Lalbazar.
Claiming that the “Chief Minister
and TMC are so afraid of a surging BJP
that they have started unleashing the
police on us.” Curiously, even as the
news of violence spread around Kolkata
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the administration locked the main
gates of Nabanna some 15 km away in
Howrah. “The police resorted to lathcharge only when stones and bottles
were pelted on them,” a senior official
said adding they had arrested 25 people for instigating violence. Abhishek
Banerjee said the BJP had brought in
people from districts and even neighbouring Bihar and Jharkhand to create
trouble in Kolkata.
Meanwhile, Union Minister Babul
Suypriyo slammed TMC and Mamata
for bringing disrepute to Bengal by
instigating violence and attacking the
BJP supporters. He said if this situation
continued then the TMC Government
would not even last its full term till
2021. Incidentally Mukul Roy also
wrote a letter to Union Home Minister
Amit Shah drawing his attention to the
grim situation in Bengal alleging there
was a “complete breakdown” of law and
order situation in the State. He said that
the situation should be controlled
immediately failing which it could go
out of control.
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“The incident took place when the journalist had gone to cover the derailment of a few bogies of a goods trains in Shamli. There was a heated exchange
of words among them and hurling of abuses,” said Ram Lakhan Mishra, the Circle
Officer, GRP, Saharanpur. A senior GRP official said the journalist was released
around 7 am on Wednesday.
The Uttar Pradesh Police tweeted, “We have come across a video where a
journalist has been beaten up & put up in a lock up. DGP UP OP Singh has
ordered for immediate suspension of SHO GRP Shamli Rakesh Kumar & Const.
Sanjay Pawar. Strict punishment shall be accorded to policemen misbehaving
with the citizens.”
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eteran Chinese diplomat
Sun Weidong, an expert on
V
South Asia who worked closely with External Affairs
Minister S Jaishankar
during his tenure as
Ambassador in Beijing, has
been appointed as the country’s
new envoy to India.
Sun, who also served as the
ambassador to Pakistan, is currently the Director General of
the Policy and Planning
Department of the Foreign
Ministry. He will succeed Luo
Zhaohui, who has been
appointed as Vice Minister of
Foreign Affairs.
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he first team for search and
rescue operation reached
T
the AN-32 transport aircraft
crash site in Arunachal Pradesh
on Wednesday with the mandate to look for possible survivors,
remains
and
secure them besides locate the
black box which will enable the
IAF to establish the cause of
mishap.
There were 13 passengers
on board the ill-fated plane
which took off from Jorhat,
Assam for Mechuka advanced
landing ground in Arunachal
Pradesh and went missing on
June 3. The wreckage was spotted on Tuesday.
Having reached the wreckage site, the team will camp for
the night and begin the salvage
operation on Thursday
as it could not get close
to the site on Wednesday due
to inclement weather and
terrain.
This unit is part of the 15member group comprising IAF,
Army and civilian mountaineers. They were airdropped
near the crash site on
Wednesday morning at two
different locations. The debris
is lying on a steep ridge at a
height of 12,000 feet and is pos-
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ing a challenge for the search
teams to even reach due to
dense forests and rugged
mountainous terrain.
While the first team of
expert mountaineers have now
fashioned a makeshift dirt
track in the thick jungles by
hacking foliage, the ground
troops including Army, IndoTibetan Border Police(ITBP)
and the local police already
patrolling the area will come
through the track laid down by
the mountaineers, sources said
here on Wednesday.
They also said the unit at
the crash site is finding it difficult to relay information to
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ongress president Rahul
Gandhi, who has resigned
as party chief post the Lok
Sabha poll debacle, was conspicuous by his absence from
the crucial Congress core committee meeting to discuss the
probable names to lead the
grand old party as an “interim
president”. So were UPA
Chairperson Sonia Gandhi and
Congress general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi, who chose to
proceed for their “scheduled”
visit to Rae Bareilly which has
been the Lok Sabha
constituency of the Congress’
first family for decades.
While Congress chief
spokesman Randeep Surjewala
insisted after the meeting that
“Rahul Gandhi was, is and
will remain the Congress
president”, the name of former
Union Minister A K Antony
was discussed as the probable
interim president until a final
call for the organisational
restructuring is done.
“Rahulji was, is and will
remain the Congress president. We have no doubt about
it,” Surjewala told reporters,
when asked about the situation
arising out of Rahul’s offer to
resign. Senior Congress leaders
Ahmed Patel, Mallikarjun
Kharge, Ghulam Nabi Azad, P
Chidambaram, KC Venugopal,
Jairam Ramesh, Anand Sharma
and Surjewala were present in
the meeting chaired by Antony.
All the leaders present at the

C

meeting were members of the
party’s core group, which was
formed for the Lok Sabha polls.
The leaders also discussed
the party’s strategy and preparations for the Assembly elections in Haryana, Jammu and
Kashmir, Jharkhand and
Maharashtra later this year.
Party sources said former
the likely move of Haryana
Chief Minister Bhupinder
Singh Hooda, who could float
his own new political outfit,
was also pondered over given
much importance. Like other
state units, Haryana Congress
too has been a victim of internal squabbles between the
Hooda, Haryana Congress
chief Ashok Tanwar and
Surjewala factions. The Jind
Assembly bye election was the
litmus test for the party in
which Surjewala lost without
direct support from Hooda
and Tanwar.
Rahul had offered to quit as
the party chief during a May 25
meeting of the Congress
Working Committee (CWC),
which was called to analyse the
party’s poor performance in the
Lok Sabha polls in which it
managed to win just 52 seats.
The CWC had unanimously
rejected his offer to quit but
Rahul was apparently firm on
his stand.
When questioned about
Rahul’s absence, Surjewala clarified that contrary to the speculation in the media, there was
no core group in the party now
as all election-related committees had ceased to exist.
Surjewala said Venugopal, the
All India Congress Committee
(AICC) general secretary,
organisation, had said a meeting of the party’s general secretaries would be called to take
stock of the situation arising out
of the Lok Sabha polls and on
the upcoming state elections.

the operations room due to
erratic signal. However, the
personnel manage to convey
they will camp there for the
night and resume their task on
Thursday.
The crash site is 16 kms
north of Lipo and north-east of
Tato near Mechuka and the
wreckage was located by MI-17
helicopters on Tuesday after
eight days of relentless and
massive search and rescue
operation.
“A team comprising personnel from IAF, Army and
civil mountaineers have been
airlifted to a location close to
the crash site,” a spokesperson
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he Supreme Court on
Wednesday refused to
entertain a plea of sacked
Gujarat-cadre IPS officer Sanjiv
Bhatt seeking to examine 11
additional witnesses in a 30year-old custodial death case.
A vacation bench of justices Indira Banerjee and Ajay
Rastogi said that a threejudge bench had already passed
an order on May 24 on a similar plea and therefore it cannot
entertain the petition.
Senior advocate Maninder
Singh, appearing for the
Gujarat Government, said that
final argument is over in the
1989 custodial death case and
the trial court has reserved its
verdict for June 20.
Bhatt is an accused in the
case. He was posted as the additional superintendent of
police in Gujarat’s Jamnagar at
that time.
According to the prosecution, Bhatt had detained more
than hundred persons during
a communal riot there and one
of the detainees had died in
hospital after he was released.
He was suspended in 2011
on charges of remaining
absent from duty without permission and misuse of official
vehicles, and later sacked in
August 2015.
Bhatt on Tuesday moved
the apex court, challenging a
Gujarat High Court order
which had denied his request
to summon additional witnesses for examination during
the trial. The Gujarat
Government termed the move
by Bhatt as a tactic to delay
the trial.

T

of the IAF said. It has nine
mountaineers of IAF, four of
Army and two civilian mountaineers.
The base for the searchand-rescue operation is at
Kayiang in West Siang district
with a doctor and other emergency services deployed there.
The IAF base hospital at Jorhat
is also ready to cater to medical
emergencies.
The air dropping of the
mountaineering team in a M117 and two advanced light
helicopters began at 6.30 am,
sources said adding local
mountaineers who sighted the
crash site were also called to
help by the Siang district
administration. Mechuka
advanced landing ground is in
Siang district and the airstrip is
30 kms from Line of Actual
Control(LAC) facing China as
the crow flies.
The IAF spokesperson said
Eastern Command chief Air
Marshal R D Mathur complimented the search team for
their relentless effort spanning
eight days.
Mathur also thanked
Arunachal Chief Minister
Pema Khandu and Chief
Secretary Satya Gopa for
extending unflinching support
to the IAF towards locating the
missing An-32.

s cyclonic storm ‘Vayu’
turned ‘severe’ and is
expected to make a landfall in
Gujarat on Thursday morning,
over 1.60 lakh people were
shifted from low-lying areas of
Saurashtra and Kutch regions
to safer places or cyclone shelter centres.
While an alert has been
sounded in 10 districts of
Kutch, Devbhoomi Dwarka,
Porbandar, Rajkot, Junagarh,
Diu, Gir Somnath, Amreli and
Bhavnagar of Gujarat, the State
Government suspended
operations at all ports and airports in the coastline areas as
a precautionary measure for
Thursday. For its part, the
Western Railway cancelled
15 trains and short terminated
16 others.
The Army, Navy and Air
Force the Army, the Air Force,
and the NDRF teams are
deployed and put on standby
for rescue and relief operations
along the coastal districts.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi also urged people to follow real-time information
being provided by the government and local agencies to
stay safe. “Praying for the safety and wellbeing of all those
affected by Cyclone Vayu. The
government and local agencies
are providing real-time information, which I urge those in
affected areas to closely follow,”
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he National Investigating
Agency
(NIA)
on
T
Wednesday carried out
searches at various places in
Coimbatore in connection with
the April 21 serial suicide
bombings in Colombo that led
to the killing of over 250
people.
One of the accused,
Mohammed Azarudeen,
booked recently in the KeralaTamil Nadu ISIS module case,
was a Facebook friend of Sri
Lankan suicide bomber Zahran
Hashim and other members of
the module have also been
sharing radical contents attributed to Zahran Hashim, over
the social media.
Sources said the raids were
conducted following suspicion
that explosives were procured
by
the
Sri
Lankan
terrorists from Tamil Nadu
and Kerala. The searches were
conducted in connection with
ISIS Kerala-Tamil Nadu
Module
Case
registered by the NIA on May
30 this year.
The named accused in the
case include Mohammed
Azarudeen (32), Akram
Sindhaa (26), Y Shiek
Hidayathullah (38), Abubacker
M (29), Sadham Hussain A
(26) and Ibrahim alias Shahin
Shah (28) and others based on
information received that the
accused persons and their
associates were propagating
the ideology of proscribed terrorist organisation ISIS/ Daish
on social media with the
intention of recruiting vulnerable youth into the ISIS/ Daish

for
carr ying
out
terrorist attacks in South India
especially in Kerala and Tamil
Nadu.
The prime accused
Mohammed Azarudeen has
been the leader of the module
and has been maintaining the
Facebook page named
“KhilafahGFX”, through which
he had been propagating the
ideology of ISIS/ Daish.
“ Accused Mohammed
Azarudeen has been a facebook
friend of Sri Lankan suicide
bomber Zahran Hashim and
other members of the module
have also been sharing radical
contents attributed to Zahran
Hashim, over the social media.
Accused Ibrahim alias Shahin
Shah has been a close associate
of
arrested
accused
Riyas Abubacker
ISIS
Kasaragod Case registered in
2016, who had planned to conduct terrorist attacks in Kerala,
on behalf of the ISIS/ Daish, the
NIA said in a statement.
During the searches digital
devices including 14 mobile
phones, 29 SIM cards, 10 pen
drives, three laptops, six memory cards, four hard disc drives,
one internet dongle and 13
CDs/ DVDs besides one dagger, one electric baton, 300 airgun pellets and a large number
of incriminating documents
and
few
PFI/SDMI
pamphlets have been seized
from the houses and work
places of accused persons, the
NIA said.
The NIA spokesperson
said accused persons are being
questioned regarding the
incriminating materials seized
during the searches.
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the committee will ensure that
waqf rules are made easy and
effective for better utilisation of
day after announcing
cTaa^aUd]SX]VRPbT Ascholarship
waqf properties and to free
for 5 crore
New Delhi: The National minority students, Union
these properties, several of
Investigation Agency (NIA) on
Wednesday arrested accused
Mohammad
Arif
Ghulambashir Dharampuria
from Gujarat from the
IGI Airport here in connection
with the Falah-i-Insaniyat
Foundation (FIF) terror funding case.
The NIA arrested
Dharampuria (44), resident of
Mota Parasiwad, Valsad,
Gujarat who was evading his
examination and arrest by hiding himself in Dubai, UAE for
long. Accordingly, a Look Out
Circular (LOC) was issued by
NIA and he was detained at
Indira Gandhi International
Airport, New Delhi on his
arrival from Dubai on
Wednesday, the NIA said.
This is the fifth arrest in this
case which is related to receiving of terror funds being sent by
FIF operators to their associates
through Hawala operators to
further their nefarious activities
to create unrest in India. PNS

Minister for Minority affairs
Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi on
Wednesday announced that all
waqf properties across India
would be geo-tagged and digitised and that the Government
will provide 100 per cent funding to develop educational
institutions and hospitals on
such properties for the welfare
of society.
Naqvi, while chairing the
80th meeting of the Central
Waqf Council here, said there
are around 5.77 lakh registered
waqf properties across the
country and their geo-tagging
and digitalisation will
ensure transparency and safety of records.
The Centre has decided to
start a programme on a war
footing to utilise waqf properties across the country for educational empowerment and
employment-oriented skill
development of the needy,
especially economically backward girls in those areas which
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were deprived of these facilities
since Independence, the
minority affairs minister said.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi-led Government has
decided to provide 100 per cent
funding to develop schools, colleges, ITIs, polytechnics, hospitals, multi-purpose community halls “Sadbhav Mandap”
on waqf land under
Pradhanmantri Jan Vikas
Karykram (PMJVK), he said.
A programme has been
launched for 100 per cent geotagging and digitalisation of
waqf properties across the
country to ensure these prop-

erties can be utilised for the
welfare of society, Naqvi said.
Naqvi said that while only
90 districts of the country had
been identified for minority
communities’ development
during the earlier Government,
the Modi Government has
expanded development programmes for minorities in 308
districts of the country.
A report of a five-member
committee, constituted to
review waqf properties lease
rule, headed by Justice (Retd)
Zakiullah Khan, has been submitted, Naqvi told reporters.
The recommendations of

which are entangled in disputes
for several decades, from disputes, he said.
The Central Government
is taking necessary action on
the recommendations of the
committee.
The Central Waqf Council
is providing financial help to
state waqf boards for digitalisation of waqf records so that
state waqf boards can complete
digitalisation work within the
decided time frame.
“GIS/GPS mapping of the
waqf properties has been initiated with the help of IIT Roorki
and Aligarh Muslim University.
The Central Waqf Council has
provided video conferencing
facilities to 20 State waqf boards
and it would be provided in the
remaining State waqf boards by
the end of this year,” he said.
Naqvi’s announcement of
geo-tagging of waqf properties
comes a day after he spelt out
the Government’s plan to
empower the minorities.

Modi said in a tweet. Also, earlier on day, Congress President
Rahul Gandhi appealed to
party workers to be prepared to
help out people who are being
affected by “Vayu”.
The India Meteorological
Department (IMD) on Tuesday
said Vayu has intensified into
a severe cyclonic storm and it
would cause gusty winds to
blow at a speed of 145 kmph to
170 kmph by Thursday morning. “Vayu, has changed its
course slightly and would now
hit Gujarat coast anywhere
between Veraval in the south
and Dwarka in the west in the
afternoon Thursday”, officials
said.
“The cyclone is now situated around 280 km south of and
is very likely to move nearly
northwards and cross Gujarat
coast between Dwarka and
Veraval as a “very severe
cyclonic storm” with wind
speeds of 155-165 kmph
gusting to 180 kmph around
afternoon of Thursday, the IMD

said. After making the landfall,
the cyclone is likely to move
along and parallel to Saurashtra
and Kutch coast, it said.
The Gujarat and Diu
administration
are
shifting about 3 lakh people
from the identified vulnerable
areas and they are being shifted to around 700 cyclone and
relief shelters.
According to officials, flight
operations from Ahmedabad’s
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel
International Airport to
Porbandar, Diu, Kandla,
Mundra and Bhavnagar in
Saurashtra have been cancelled
for Thursday, while all educational institutions have been
shut and tourists on the Gujarat
coast asked to steer out at the
earliest.
Two special evacuation
trains have been pressed into
service with one starting from
Okha in Saurashtra for Rajkot
at 5.45 p.m. on Wednesday, and
another at 8.05 p.m. for
Ahmedabad with 21 coaches.

The Western Railway has also
announced that all trains passing through the coastal areas
have either been short- terminated or cancelled for two
days, from 6 pm on
Wednesday.
Union Home Secretary
Rajiv Gauba Wednesday
chaired a meeting of the
National Crisis Management
Committee (NCMC) where
preparation for relief and rescue operations were discussed
threadbare.
The NCMC meeting took
stock of the precautionary measures taken by the Gujarat
government and Diu UT
administration with a view to
ensure that no human life is
lost, damage to vital infrastructure is minimised and to
ensure early recovery of all
essential services post-cyclone
landfall. Odisha, which faced
cyclone Fani and earned UN’s
praise for its success in minimizing loss of lives, has offered
all help to Gujarat.
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IULFWLRQVZLWKWKH86DQGWKHWZR´JRRGIULHQGVµFRXOGUHDFKDFRQVHQVXVRQ
RSSRVLQJWKH86%\HPSKDVLVLQJWKDWWKH:XKDQVXPPLWKDGSURYLGHGVWUDWH
JLFJXLGDQFHIRUWKHGHYHORSPHQWRI,QGLD&KLQDWLHV&KLQDLVSOD\LQJGRZQLWV
DGYHUVDULDODQGKHDYLQJLPDJHWRPDNH,QGLDLWVZLOIXODOO\LQLWVHFRQRPLFZDU
ZLWKWKH86$IWHU:XKDQERWKFRXQWULHVKDYHLQGHHGVWHSSHGXSHIIRUWVWRLPSURYH
ELODWHUDOUHODWLRQVLQGLIIHUHQWVSKHUHVDQGWKLVRSHUDWLRQDOPDWUL[VXLWV;LPRVW
DWWKLVSRLQWRIWLPH:KLOHWKH7UXPSDGPLQLVWUDWLRQKDVPRUHWKDQGRXEOHGWDU
LIIVRQ&KLQHVHLPSRUWVZRUWKELOOLRQWKUHDWHQHGDGGLWLRQDOGXWLHVDQGGHPDQG
HG&KLQDUHGXFHLWVWUDGHGHILFLWDQGDOORZ86JRRGVLQWKHTXHVWLRQLVZKHWKHU
,QGLDVKDUHVWKHVHDQ[LHWLHVLQHTXDOPHDVXUH%HVLGHV&KLQD·VPRWLYHLVWRRII
VHWWKH86ORVVHVE\SHQHWUDWLQJWKH,QGLDQPDUNHWHYHQGHHSHU
,QKLVLQWHUQDWLRQDOLVWUROHDVHFRQGWHUPHPEROGHQHG0RGLQHHGVWRWUHDG
FDXWLRXVO\<HVWKH86KDVWHUPLQDWHG,QGLD·VGHVLJQDWLRQDVD´EHQHILFLDU\GHYHO
RSLQJFRXQWU\µXQGHUWKH*HQHUDOLVHG6\VWHPRI3UHIHUHQFHV *63 EXWWKHUDS
LVPXFKPLOGHUWKDQWKDWRI&KLQD%HVLGHVGLSORPDWLFDOO\WKH86KDVVWRRGE\
,QGLD·VVLGHEHJLQQLQJZLWKVZD\LQJLQWHUQDWLRQDORSLQLRQLQRXUIDYRXUDIWHUWKH
%DODNRWDLUVWULNHVDQGWDNLQJWKHOHDGLQIRUFLQJ&KLQD·VKDQGRQGHFODULQJ-DLVK
H0RKDPPDGFKLHI0DVRRG$]KDUDVDJOREDOWHUURULVW(YHQZKLOHEULQJLQJ,QGLD
XQGHUWKHSXUYLHZRIVDQFWLRQVRQ,UDQWKH86KDVVSDUHGRXULQWHUHVWVLQWKH
&KDEDKDUSRUW,QGLDFDQQRWDIIRUGWRULOHXSWKH86QRWPHUHO\RXWRIDVHQVH
RIDTXLGSURTXREXWVLPSO\EHFDXVHLWKDVGHPRQVWUDEO\EHHQPRUHWUXVWZRU
WK\)RUDOORI&KLQD·VLQYRFDWLRQRIWKH:XKDQVSLULWWKHHQGRUVHPHQWRIWKH&KLQD
3DNLVWDQ(FRQRPLF&RUULGRU &3(& LQ3R.LVGHILQLWHO\QRWDFFRPPRGDWLYHRI
,QGLD·VVHQVLWLYLWLHV6WLOOWKHWZRQDWLRQVKDYHPDSSHGRXWDUHDVRIFRRSHUDWLRQ
DQG0RGL·VFKDOOHQJHDW%LVKNHNZLOOEHWRH[SDQGWKHLUVFRSHZLWKRXWXSVHWWLQJ
WKH86XQGHUFXWWLQJ,QGLD·VJDLQVDQGPRUHLPSRUWDQWO\QRWOHWWLQJ%HLMLQJDVVXPH
DFRPIRUW]RQH7KHRQO\UHDVRQ&KLQDLVNHHQRQZRRLQJ,QGLDLVEHFDXVHLW
NQRZVZHDUHSDUWRIHYHU\VWUDWHJLFJURXSLQWKHUHJLRQVXUURXQGLQJLWEHLWWKH
4XDG ZLWKWKH86-DSDQDQG$XVWUDOLD DQG%,067(&ZLWKOLWWRUDO6WDWHVDORQJ
WKH%D\RI%HQJDOLQFOXGLQJ7KDLODQGDQG0\DQPDUWKHWZRQDWLRQVZKHUHWKH
%5,KDVWDNHQRIIVXFFHVVIXOO\%HVLGHV&KLQDILQGV,QGLD·VFORVHQHVVWR-DSDQ
GHHSO\XQVHWWOLQJLQWKH,QGLDQ2FHDQUHJLRQ7KHQDYLHVRIERWKFRXQWULHVFRQ
GXFWMRLQWPLVVLRQVDQGVKDUHLQWHOOLJHQFHRQ&KLQHVHYHVVHOV6R&KLQD·VVR
FDOOHGPXOWLSRODULW\WRFRXQWHUWKHXQLSRODU86LVDVPXFKVHOIVHUYLQJDVVLJ
QDOOLQJPXWXDOFRRSHUDWLRQ0RGLPXVWUHPHPEHUWKDW&KLQDZRXOGZDQWWRHQJDJH
ZLWK,QGLDRQO\WLOOLWLVUHOHYDQWWRLWVGHVLJQ$QGWKDWUHOHYDQFHFRPHVIURPLWV
VWUDWHJLFYDOXHLQWKHUHJLRQ7KDWLVZK\0RGLPXVWIXUWKHUUHLQYLJRUDWHIRUDOLNH
WKH%,067(&WKHSRWHQWLDOWUDGHRSSRUWXQLW\RILWVFRQVWLWXHQWQDWLRQVLVSUR
MHFWHGWREHDVKLJKDVELOOLRQ,QGLDQHHGVWRGLYHUVLI\LWVRZQH[SRUWPDU
NHWVLQWKHSURWHFWLRQLVWHUDDQGZRUNRQLWVWUDGHGHILFLWZLWK&KLQD
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-HZHOOHU%LUMX6DOODZKRWKUHDWHQHGWRKLMDFNDSODQH
ILQGVKLPVHOIGHYRLGRIKLVOLEHUW\DQGULJKWO\VR
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XPEDLMHZHOOHU%LUMX6DOODZDVVPLW
WHQZLWKKLVJLUOIULHQGDQGZDQWHGWR
VSHQGPRUHWLPHZLWKKHULQ'HOKL7KH
SUREOHPZDVWKDWKLVJLUOIULHQGGLGQRWZDQW
WRTXLWKHUMRELQ'HOKL.HHSLQPLQGWKDW6DOOD
ZDVPDUULHGDOUHDG\+LVODG\IULHQGZRUNHG
ZLWK-HW$LUZD\VDQG6DOODDYHU\IUHTXHQWWUDY
HOOHUZLWKWKHDLUOLQHZDQWHGLWWRVKXWLWV'HOKL
RIILFHVRWKDWVKHZRXOGFRPHWRKLPIRUD
MRE$QGKHZDVDOUHDG\DELWXSVHWZLWKWKH
DLUOLQHGXHWRGHWHULRUDWLQJVHUYLFH+HZRXOG
LQKLVH\HVNLOOWZRELUGVZLWKRQHVWRQH7KDWVWRQHZDVDKLMDFNDWWHPSWEXW
6DOODZDVDVOLJKWO\LQFRPSHWHQWKLMDFNHUDQGWRFXWDORQJVWRU\VKRUWKHJRW
FDXJKWIDLUO\TXLFNO\(YHQWKRXJKWKHHYLGHQFHZDVLQFRQWURYHUWLEOHKLVSURV
HFXWLRQVWLOOWRRNFORVHWRWZR\HDUV%XWDIWHUWKLVWULDOXQGHUWKHQHZ$QWL+LMDFNLQJ
$FW6DOODILQGVKLPVHOICFURUHSRRUHUDQGEHKLQGWKHEDUVIRU\HDUV
7KLVLVDVWURQJPHVVDJHWRVHQG:KLOH6DOODZDVDFWXDOO\RQERDUGWKHDLU
FUDIWWKHUHDUHIDUWRRPDQ\KRD[FDOOVPDGHHYHU\\HDUWKDWDIIHFWDLUOLQHVDQG
WKRXVDQGVRISDVVHQJHUV7KHVHKRD[HUVKDYHDYDULHW\RISXUSRVHVEXWPRVW
JHWDZD\ZLWKOLWWOHPRUHWKDQDVODSRQWKHZULVW7KHILQHDQGVHQWHQFHPXVW
EHDSSOLHGDOEHLWDWDOHVVHUOHYHOWRWKHVHKRD[FDOOHUVDVZHOO$LUOLQHVDUHD
FRUHSDUWRIWKHQDWLRQ·VWUDQVSRUWDWLRQV\VWHP6DOODRIFRXUVHILQGVKLPVHOI
LQPRUHWURXEOHDVWKH1DWLRQDO,QYHVWLJDWLRQ$JHQF\ 1,$ IRXQGWKDWKHKDGDOVR
FRPPLWWHGELJDP\E\PDUU\LQJWKHODG\KHIDQFLHG6RPHPLJKWTXHVWLRQZK\
VRPHRQHZKRDFWHGRXWRIORYHEXWPDLQO\VWXSLGLW\VKRXOGIDFHVXFKDKDUVK
VHQWHQFHEXWWKHODZKDVWREHDSSOLHG7KHILQHWKDWKHLVSD\LQJZLOOEHVKDUHG
DPRQJWKHSLORWVFDELQFUHZDQGSDVVHQJHUVWKRXJKLWPD\QRWEHHQRXJKWR
FRPSHQVDWHWKHPIRUWKHLUDQJXLVKDQGWUDXPD7KHLURQ\RIWKHVLWXDWLRQRI
FRXUVHPXVWQRWEHORVW%DUHO\PRUHWKDQD\HDUDIWHUKLVIDLOHGKLMDFNLQJWKH
WDUJHWRILUH-HW$LUZD\VGLGVKXWVKRS$QGZKLOHLWZLOOEHLPSRVVLEOHWRGLV
FRXQWZKHWKHUWKHKLMDFNLQJKDGVRPHUROHKRZHYHUPLQRULQLWVGHPLVH6DOOD
FRXOGKDYHMXVWEHHQDELWPRUHSDWLHQW$QGWKLVSXQLVKPHQWPD\EHQRWKLQJ
FRPSDUHGWRWKHSUREOHPVKHZLOOIDFHIURPKLV¶ZLYHV·ZKRZRQ·WEHKDSS\
QRZZLWKDOOWKHGHWDLOVWKDWKDYHHPHUJHG

%
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omance and nostalgia surrounding the grandeur of the British
empire in the 19th and 20th century is predicated on “the empire
on which the sun never sets.”
This pomposity was extended to include
emerging America in the mid-19th century to posit the Anglophone domain, as
noted by Alexander Campbell in 1852, “To
Britain and America, god has granted the
possession of the new world; and because
the sun never sets upon our religion, our
language and our arts…” Subsequently, the
two world wars of the 20th century
changed the global narrative and the
churn of history left the British empire to
hold on and cast its equation with the US
in a Churchellian expression, “special
relationship.” Befittingly, British Prime
Minister Theresa May sought “a new special relationship”, while not one to be left
out, US President Donald Trump added his
own to the lexicon by claiming the bilateral relationship to be, “the highest level of
special!” However, the stark reality of the
two nations clutching the straws of history was inevitable as Trump made his state
visit to the UK as May was in the last week
of her notice period.
The usual blusters, clichés and gaffes
notwithstanding, the visit nailed the optics
of an empire that was wilting under the
weight of an “unequal” relationship that
besets any relationship with the US
President Donald Trump. The quintessential English “correctness” of May helped her
mumble over the contentious issues
between the two nations, namely, on how
to handle Iran, China or even Brexit. Even
the ostensibly “nasty” past of the onceAmerican and now the Duchess of Sussex,
Meghan Markle, was providentially avoided as she was on maternity leave. Yet, the
cracks in the sovereign outlook and intrusions into the domestic affairs of the UK
by Trump, had all the hallmarks of a very
“Un-English” inelegance and mannerism.
From opining on members of the royal
family, the mayor of London, Opposition
leaders, Brexit negotiations, to even his own
preferences for the next incumbent of the
10 Downing Street — Great Britain was
made to look rather pedestrian and beholden to its “special” ally.
Undercurrents of suspicion across the
Atlantic have simmered for long and even
the victory in World War II was marred
with private concerns in the UK, over the
ruthless negotiations done by the US, to
extend crucial support during the war to
its “special” ally. Beyond the exacting
commercial terms enforced on the postwar UK, the US denied support to its “special” ally on Suez Canal, leading to its
humiliating retreat. In 1983, the US invaded Grenada in the Caribbean, then supposedly a member of the British
Commonwealth. Even the reciprocal disinterest in both the Vietnam war and later,

R

the Falklands, owing to their
individual compulsions militated against the publically postured alliance. The US
Secretary of State during the
Vietnam War, Dean Rusk, had
famously told a British journalist on the cold feet developed
by the British Government in
contributing military wherewithal: “When the Russians
invade Sussex, don’t expect us
to come and help you.” Deep in
the psyche of the TransAtlantic world, only the fear of
the “others” in the Cold War
era kept the portents of “special
relationship” going — but the
writing was always on the wall,
and with the advent of the businessman-turned-President,
the worms came out of the
woodwork.
Serendipitously, a 2003
British comedy film, Love
Actually, has a role played by
Hugh Grant as the Prime
Minister of Great Britain, who
stands up to the roughshod
antics of the visiting US
President. In it, the British
Prime Minister calls the bluff
on the “special relationship”
by saying on the podium with
the US President by his side,
“I love that word relationship.
Covers all manners of sins,
doesn’t it? I fear that this has
become a bad relationship.
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One that is based on the
President taking exactly what
he wants and casually ignoring all those things that really matter to Britain. We may
be a small country, but we’re
a great one too” and then adds
for good measure, “A friend
who bullies us is no longer a
friend. And since bullies only
respond to strength, from
now onward, I will be prepared to be much stronger.
And the President should be
prepared for that.”
Unfortunately, in 2019,
none of that happened and
May stood meekly by the side
of the US President as he railed
against the Mayor of London,
Sadiq Khan, by calling him a
“not good mayor who had
done a poor job.” He then
added, condescendingly and
lordly, that the mayor had criticised the “representative of the
US that can do so much good
for the UK.” Further, with the
British Prime Minister acquiescing, Trump went on to call
the head of the Opposition
party, Jeremy Corbyn, a “negative force.” Completing the
picture of servility was the
final comments by May,
addressed to both the Mayor of
London and Corbyn, about
the “greatest alliance” that
“ensures our safety and securi-
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ty and the safety and security
of others around the world,
too.” That May was no Winston
Churchill or even Margaret
Thatcher was all too clear and
visible.
Trump merrily waded into
the bitterly divided waters of
Brexit with his own opinions
on its (mis)handling, while
making the protocol exception
to meet the divisive figure of
Nigel Farage at the US
Ambassador’s residence. He
reiterated Brexit “will happen
and it probably should happen”.
A hapless empire was left with
a visiting US President telling
them about his personal preferences for the next Prime
Minister in Boris Johnson or
Jeremy Hunt.
Clearly, the days when a
blunt Margaret Thatcher could
stand up to the Yankee
Republican President, like
Ronald Reagan, who while
urging her to go slow on
Falklands, was told off chillingly by the ‘Iron Lady’: “I didn’t
lose some of my best ships and
some of my finest lives to leave
quietly.” Since then, the sun has
indeed firmly set on the
empire’s “greatest alliance.”
(The writer, a military veteran, is a former Lt Governor of
Andaman & Nicobar Islands
and Puducherry)
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Sir — This refers to the editorial, “Hong Kong wrong” (June
12). It is strange that much
apprehension has been raised in
India about the proposed extradition Bill in Hong Kong that
will allow fugitives to be extradited to China. Ironically, India,
the world’s largest democracy,
has a written Constitution. Yet
State Governments brazenly
arrest citizens who exercise their
guaranteed right to freedom of
speech. Despite the Supreme
Court having given clear verdicts
on this issue, the inalienable
right of the citizens is always
under the scanner.
In the latest case, the Uttar
Pradesh government had arrested a freelance journalist for
allegedly sharing an objectionable post against Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath on social media.
Ultimately, the court had to
intervene and pull up the functionaries. This was completely
an avoidable situation. Unless a
few heads roll at each such
instance, Governments will continue to transgress .
R Narayanan
Navi Mumbai
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BUcSeUUVV_bdc^UUTd_RUcdbU^WdXU^UT
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QTT]U^d]ScWT\hbcTahaT\PX]bPbc^W^fcWTPXa
RaPUc\TccWXbcaPVXRT]S8cXbbXV]XUXRP]cc^]^cTcWPc
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Sir — A perennial rebel, a liberal to the core and Jnanpith
award-winning playwright, actor
and film-maker Girish Karnad’s
death brings down the curtains
on a life that was dedicated to art
and literature in every possible
sense of the word. The success
of his play Yayati initiated a jour-

U^adbc^b_^ccWTfaTRZPVT^UcWTPXaRaPUc_^X]cbc^
cWTUPRccWPccWTaTXbb^\TcWX]VW^aaXQ[hfa^]VfXcW
^dabTPaRWP]SaTbRdTTUU^acFXcWP]Tf6^eTa]\T]c
PcWT[\P]SPU^a\XSPQ[TcTP\PcWP]SbdaT[hfTRP]
S^QTccTa
C:=P]SP]P]
2WT]]PX

ney that saw him pen critically
acclaimed plays, including
Hayvadan, that is often counted among the most important
plays of independent India. He
also wrote screenplays for
Kannada films like Samskara
and Vamsha Vriksha, co-directed by BV Karanth, that ushered
in the new wave of Kannada cinema. But then, the later generation of film audiences, especial-

ly Hindi cinema, might remember Karnad more for his acting
roles than his expansive body of
work. His persona went beyond
the world of showbiz — a versatile career spanning various
mediums and genres.
In a way, he was a rebel both
in cinema and life. By the early
part of the new millennium,
Karnad became one of the most
prominent social voices and there

was rarely a social cause or a
burning issue of the day that he
had not commented on. At times,
he even incurred the wrath of fellow artists. Once, Karnad
famously disparaged VS Naipaul
and Rabindranath Tagore, which
prompted MS Sathyu, the filmmaker who made the seminal
classic Garam Hawa, to call
Karnad’s comments “stupid.”
JS Acharya
Hyderabad

5dXYSQ\Y^c`YbQdY_^
Sir — In the passing away of
Girish Karnad, the country has
lost an extraordinary playwright
who never shied away from
embracing progressive ideas
besides speaking boldly against
the pernicious trend of stifling
dissent and the climate of intolerance. He always took care to
ensure that Indian theatre
organically linked itself to its
performative traditions. An era
of ethical and intellectual inspiration has ended.
Ravi Kanthuria
Via email
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
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DQMD\ 6LUFDU·V )DQWDV\ )LFWLRQV IURP WKH %HQJDO 5HQDLVVDQFH
$EDQLQGUDQDWK 7DJRUH 7KH 0DNH%HOLHYH 3ULQFH .KHHUHU 3XWXO  
*DJDQHQGUDQDWK7DJRUH7RGG\&DWWKH%ROG %KRQGDU%DKDGXU 2[IRUG
8QLYHUVLW\3UHVV KDVWREHYLHZHGDWWKUHHOHYHOV³KLVORFDWLRQRIERWKZRUNV
ZLGHO\NQRZQLQWKH%HQJDOLVSHDNLQJZRUOGLQDQHZ/LWWOH7UDGLWLRQHPHUJ
LQJIURPWKHPDVVLYHFUHDWLYHFKXUQLQJRIWKH%HQJDO5HQDLVVDQFHWKHJORE
DOGLVFRXUVHDURXQGFKLOGUHQ·VOLWHUDWXUHDQGIDQWDV\DQGIRONWDOHVDQGWKH
TXDOLW\DQGDXWKHQWLFLW\RIKLV(QJOLVKWUDQVODWLRQVRIWKHWZRZRUNV
(YDOXDWLRQRIWUDQVODWLRQVFDQEHGLFH\9LHZVGLIIHU%HJLQQLQJZLWK
WKHWLWOHV7RGG\&DWWKH%ROGLVDSSURSULDWHEXW0DNH%HOLHYH3ULQFHIRU
.KHHUHU3XWXO OLWHUDOO\GROOPDGHRIVROLGLILHGVZHHWHQHGPLON ZRXOGUDLVH
H\HEURZV+HVWXPEOHVKHUHDQGWKHUHVXFKDVZKHQKHWUDQVODWHV´5DDW
HNWDNLGHGWDUSDU 7RGG\&DWWKH%ROG DV´$ERXWRQHRUKDOISDVWDWQLJKWµ
2QHRURQHDQGDKDOIDPLVUHDOO\HDUO\PRUQLQJ$PRUHDSSURSULDWHWUDQV
ODWLRQZRXOGKDYHEHHQ´$ERXWDQKRXURUDQKRXUDQGDKDOISDVWPLG
QLJKWµ*HQHUDOO\KRZHYHUWKH(QJOLVKUHQGLWLRQVDUHDXWKHQWLFUHDGDEOH
DQGUHWDLQWKHGLVWLQFWLYHIODYRXUVRIWKHRULJLQDOV
6LUFDUGLVSOD\VLPSUHVVLYHNQRZOHGJHRIWKHKLVWRU\RIFKLOGUHQ·VDQGIDQ
WDV\OLWHUDWXUHWKHFRPPRQDOLWLHVLQWKHGLYHUVHZRUNVLQWKHJHQUH ZRUOG
ZLGHDQGWKHLUFRQWULEXWLRQWRLGHQWLW\DVVXPSWLRQGHWHUPLQDWLRQ7KHTXHV
WLRQKRZHYHUUHPDLQV,VKHULJKWLQKLVFRQWH[WXDOLVDWLRQRIWKHWZRZRUNV
LQWKHQDUUDWLYHRIWKH%HQJDO5HQDLVVDQFH"+HWUDFHVWKHODWWHU·VRULJLQVWR
´DPXOWLIDFHWHGVRFLRFXOWXUDOWUDQVIRUPDWLRQµWKDW´PHWURSROLWDQ&DOFXWWDVHHPV
WRKDYHXQGHUJRQHµDVDUHVXOWRIWKH´YDULRXVDQGVRPHWLPHVTXLWHGLVSDUDWH
VWUDQGVRI%ULWLVK,QGLDQLQWHUDFWLRQVWKURXJKRXWWKHWKFHQWXU\µ+HLVULJKW
)XUWKHUWKRXJKWKHLQWURGXFWLRQRI:HVWHUQHGXFDWLRQWKURXJKLQVWUXFWLRQLQ
(QJOLVKSULPDULO\WKHZRUNRIWKH/DZPHPEHULQ*RYHUQRU*HQHUDO:LOOLDP
%HQWLQFN·VFRXQFLO7KRPDV%DELQJWRQ0DFDXOD\ZDVDWWKHURRWRIWKHWUDQV
IRUPDWLYHLQWHUDFWLRQVLQLWLDWLQJDUHQDLVVDQFHZDVIDUIURPKLVWKRXJKWV+LV
LQWHQWLRQZDV´WRIRUPDFODVVZKRPD\EHLQWHUSUHWHUVEHWZHHQXVDQGWKH
PLOOLRQVZKRPZHJRYHUQDFODVVRISHUVRQV,QGLDQLQEORRGDQGFRORXU
EXW(QJOLVKLQWDVWHLQRSLQLRQVLQPRUDOVDQGLQLQWHOOHFWµ
2IFRXUVH%ULWLVKLQIOXHQFHDORQHGLGQRWWULJJHUWKH5HQDLVVDQFHLWV
DGYHQWDV6LUFDUVWDWHVZDVIDFLOLWDWHGE\WKHXQRUWKRGR[DQGKHWHURJH
QRXVVRFLRFXOWXUDOHWKRVSUHYDLOLQJLQ%HQJDOORFDWHGDWWKHSHULSKHU\RI
WKH0XJKDOHPSLUHDQGUHODWLYHO\LPPXQHIURPWKHRUWKRGR[LHVSUHYDLOLQJ
LQLW+HKDVULJKWO\VWDWHGWKDWWKH5HQDLVVDQFHPDUNHG%HQJDO·VWUDQVL
WLRQIURPPHGLHYDOLVPWRPRGHUQLW\DQGZDVFKDUDFWHULVHGE\HFOHFWLFLVP
DQGLUUHYHUHQFHLQGLVFRXUVHDQGOLWHUDU\H[SORUDWLRQV7KHVHH[SORUDWLRQV
EUDQFKHGRIIIURPWKHDYHQXHVRI´KLJKOLWHUDWXUHµLQWRWKHDOOH\VKDUERXU
LQJKLWKHUWRPDUJLQDOLVHGVHFWRUVLQFOXGLQJ/LWWOH7UDGLWLRQV
7KHDXWKRUVRIWKHWZRWUDQVODWHGZRUNVEHORQJHGWRDFDWHJRU\NQRZQ
DV%KDGUDORNRUJHQWOHIRONDWHUPJLYHQLWVVDOLHQFHLQFRQWHPSRUDU\
KLVWRULFDOGLVFRXUVHE\-+%URRPILHOGLQ(OLWH&RQIOLFWLQD3OXUDO6RFLHW\
7ZHQWLHWKFHQWXU\%HQJDOZKHUHKHGHVFULEHVWKHPDVFRQVWLWXWLQJDVWD
WXVJURXSLQ7DOFRWW3DUVRQ·VVHQVHRIWKHZRUGUDWKHUWKDQDFODVVLQWKH
0DU[LDQRU:HEHULDQVHQVH7KH\ZHUH´DVRFLDOO\SULYLOHJHGDQGFRQ
VFLRXVO\VXSHULRUJURXSHFRQRPLFDOO\GHSHQGHQWRQODQGHGUHQWVDQGSUR
IHVVLRQDODQGFRORQLDOHPSOR\PHQWµ+HFDUHIXOO\GLIIHUHQWLDWHVWKH%KDGUDORN
IURPWKHPLGGOHFODVV7KH\GLG´QRWLQFOXGHPDQ\PLGGOHFODVVHOHPHQWV
OLNHPHUFKDQWVDQGSURVSHURXVSHDVDQWVZKLOHHQFRPSDVVLQJVRPHSHU
VRQVIURPERWKKLJKHUDQGORZHUFODVVHVµ
6LUFDUUHFRJQLVHVWKH%KDGUDORN·VUROHLQWKH%HQJDO5HQDLVVDQFH+LV
VWDWHPHQWWKDWWKHODWWHULV´XVXDOO\GLYLGHGLQWRDVHULHVRIVXESHULRGVµLV
KRZHYHUSUREOHPDWLF7KHWHUP´XVXDOO\µUDLVHVTXHVWLRQVDVWKHUHLVQRFRQ
VHQVXVRQWKHPDWWHU$OVRKLVWRU\LVDSURFHVVRIFRQWLQXRXVXQIROGLQJDQG
DQHOHPHQWRIDUELWUDULQHVVLQYDULDEO\DWWHQGVFKURQRORJLFDOGLYLVLRQRISHUL
RGV³HYHQLQWKHFDVHRIPDFURRQHVOLNHDQFLHQWPHGLHYDODQGPRGHUQ
7KHKD]DUGVRIVXFKH[HUFLVHVEHFRPHFOHDUIURPKLVHDUPDUNLQJRIWKHILUVW
VXESHULRGDVEHLQJ´¶IURPWKHEHJLQQLQJ·WLOOµ)URPZKLFKGDWHGLGWKH
%HQJDO5HQDLVVDQFHEHJLQ"(YHQWKHEUDYHVWZRXOGKHVLWDWHWRDQVZHU
7KHUHKDYHEHHQDYRLGDEOHVZHHSLQJVWDWHPHQWV7KXV6LUFDUZULWHV´,W
GRHVVHHPWREHWKHFDVHWKDWDIWHUZKHQWKH(DVW,QGLD&RPSDQ\WRRN
RYHUFRQWURORIODUJHSRUWLRQVRI(DVWHUQ,QGLDIURPWKH0XJKDOHPSHURU6KDK
$ODPFRPPHUFHIORXULVKHGLQXUEDQ%HQJDODQGV\VWHPVRIWUDQVSRUWDQG
FRPPXQLFDWLRQZHUHVHWXSDVZHUHDFLYLODGPLQLVWUDWLRQDPRGHUQEXUHDX
FUDF\DSROLFHVHUYLFHDQHZOHJDOV\VWHP³DQGLQVWLWXWLRQVRIOHDUQLQJµ
:KLOHDOOWKLVLVWUXH6LUFDURYHUORRNVWKHGHYDVWDWLQJFRQVHTXHQFHV
RI%ULWLVKUXOHVXFKDVWKHIDPLQHRILQZKLFKRQHWKLUGRI%HQJDO·V
SRSXODWLRQ SHULVKHG 0DGKXVUHH 0XNKHUMHH ZULWHV LQ KHU SUHIDFH WR
&KXUFKLOO·V6HFUHW:DU7KH%ULWLVK(PSLUHDQGWKH5DYDJLQJRI,QGLD'XULQJ
:RUOG:DU,,´7KHIDPLQHRIVHWWKHVWDJHQRWRQO\IRUWKH%ULWLVK
5DM DVWKHLPSHULDOHUDLQ,QGLDZRXOGHYHQWXDOO\EHFDOOHG DQGWKHFKDLQ
RIIDPLQHVWKDWRFFXUUHGWKURXJKRXWWKHUHLJQEXWDOVRXOWLPDWHO\IRUWKH
HPHUJHQFHRILPSRYHULVKHGDQGVWULIHWRUQ6RXWK$VLDµ$QGRIFRXUVH
%ULWLVK SOXQGHU RI ,QGLD KDV EHHQ ODLG EDUH E\ 5& 'XWW LQ KLV VHPLQDO
(FRQRPLF+LVWRU\RI%HQJDO LQWZRYROXPHV
$OOWKLVQRWZLWKVWDQGLQJ6LUFDU·VLVDZRUNRIKLJKO\LPSUHVVLYHVFKRODU
VKLSLQLWVRZQVSKHUHDQGGHVHUYHVWREHZLGHO\UHDG$QGRIFRXUVHLWDOVR
GHVHUYHGDQLQGH[
7KHDXWKRULV&RQVXOWLQJ(GLWRU7KH3LRQHHU
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ust about a month ago, an Indian Air
Force (IAF) AN-32 military transport aircraft had overshot the runway at the
Mumbai international airport and come to
a halt perilously close to the boundary wall
along the Western Express highway.
Reportedly, over 50 flights were affected due
to this incident. More recently, another AN32 aircraft carrying 13 people on board went
missing in Arunachal Pradesh’s West Siang
district. The wreckage of the aircraft was
found eight days later after intense search
operations.
It is understood that the Emergency
Locator Transmitter (ELT), which sends a
distress signal in case of a 20G (20-times
gravitational force) impact, was non-functional. Well, what else did not work? With
over 16 IAF aircraft lost during the last one
year, one needs to ask some tough questions.
It is quite a paradoxical situation that our
scientists are now world leaders in satellite
technology and have established many a
record but are unable to rectify some of the
glitches which tend to recur in our IAF aircraft. One important aspect appears to be
overlooked, that of safety of ageing fleet. Last
year, in a written reply to a question (March
2018), former Minister of State for Defence,
Subhash Bhamre, had informed the Lok
Sabha that 31 aircraft of the IAF had been
involved in accidents during the last four
years. It was said that 10 accidents had taken
place in 2014-15, six in 2015-16 and 10 in
2016-17, while five were reported in 201718. These accounted for almost two
squadrons of aircraft.
Since this reply in the Parliament,
another 18 aircraft have been lost. These
account for almost two squadrons. In order
to get the full impact of these figures, one
should read this together with the statement
made by Air Chief Marshal Birender Singh
Dhanoa a few months ago, where he said that
the depleted Air Force had only 31
squadrons as against a sanction of 42
squadrons (16-18 planes each) and that India
faced a grave threat. Even if the Air Force
gets the sanctioned 42 squadrons, India’s
strength would be “less than the combined
strength of our two adversaries — China and
Pakistan”, he said.
In case one takes into account the IAF
losses during the last 10 years, almost four
squadrons or even more may have been lost
which is not a small number. In a way, had
we cut down such losses, the country would
have been in a much better position to face
any threats. As the IAF had the highest number of peace-time crashes in the world quite
some time ago, a committee chaired by former IAF Chief Air Chief Marshal Denis
Anthony Lafontaine, a fighter pilot who
played a key role in 1965 and 1971 Indo-Pak
wars, had gone into various aspects and had
come to the conclusion that among the main
factors for crashes were pilot error (42 per
cent), bird hits (seven per cent) and maintenance and technical issues (44 per cent).
A very high rate of pilot error was

J

blamed on the absence of an Advanced Jet
Trainer (AJT). It was said that pilots, for want
of an AJT, were trained on slower aircraft
and got suddenly exposed to a Mach-2 situation, leading to accidents. In any case, AN32 is a much slower transport aircraft.
Losses have continued even after the
induction of the AJT. During the last four
years, that is after the induction of AJT,
almost two squadrons may have been lost.
As the number of crashes has not come
down significantly, there must be some other
contributing factors that need to be
addressed.
Earlier, in the late 1990s, the situation
was even more serious as the frequency of
crashes had assumed alarming proportions. Eighty one aircraft, all MIGs and its
variants, had crashed during a five-year period, killing 34 pilots. Admittedly, there was
a spare parts crunch at that time as some of
these had been procured from the Central
Asian and East European countries, which
were not in a position to maintain that level
of forces and were reducing their inventory. These spare parts were not of the same
quality as originals.
So also was the case with lubricants and
greases, whose shelf-life had expired. On the
other hand, one of the former Air Chiefs was
on record, having stated that there was a serious design flaw. While this debate was heating up, the Russian manufacturers blamed
us for poor maintenance of the aircraft and
making changes in the original designs.
Be that as it may, the fact remains that
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we have lost a few hundred aircraft and valued pilots due to peace-time crashes, seriously depleting our resources and impinging on our fighting capability. Unfortunately,
the same trend continues. Losing seven of
our best possessions, including Su-30MKI,
which is a fourth generation aircraft being
manufactured at Nasik, does not augur well.
Most of these crashes of the C400 crore
planes were attributed to technical snags
connected with the wire-guided system.
It has been often observed that in our
country, items in which foreign manufacturers of defence equipment are interested happen to be the slowest to develop. None perhaps would be interested to sell us satellites
or their launchers, and look at the phenomenal progress made by us in the expertise in
rocket and missile technology.
On the other hand, the development of
battle tanks and aircraft has taken a very long
time. Considering that even in the indigenously manufactured aircraft, a significant proportion in critical areas still gets imported, their
vulnerability to cyber attacks would also need
to be taken into account with appropriate
counter measures in place. Now that we are
in the process of acquiring state-of-the-art and
latest aircraft, it is up to our technicians, maintenance crews and pilot trainers to ensure that
we have an accident-free record. After all,
every accident prevented only adds to the
squadron strength of our Air Force.
(The writer is a retired Delhi Police
Commissioner and former Uttarakhand
Governor)
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s early as December 2018, it was
predicted that the summer of
2019 would deliver punishing
heat wave conditions and going by the
spiralling temperatures currently being
experienced across the country, the
prophecy seems to be coming true. The
national capital Delhi was left scalded
as it experienced temperatures touching 48 degree centigrade as recently as
June 10 — the hottest June day for the
capital ever. Dholpur in nearby
Rajasthan was worse at 51°C. It was the
fourth time that the temperature
crossed 50°C in June in the State,
according to Indian Meteorological
Department (IMD).
A combined effect of climate
change and an evolving El-Nino is

A

transforming this year to be the hottest
ever and the trend is not gladdening.
Four of the warmest years ever recorded were the last four years. The year
2018 started off with a moderate LaNina phenomenon, which generally has
a cooling effect on global climate, but
is going to end up being the fourth
warmest year after 2015, 2016 and 2017.
This clearly shows a warming
trend. In fact, the 20 warmest years on
record have occurred in the last 22
years. This trend also sits in perfectly
with the emission rates of Green
House Gases (GHGs) which were at a
record high by end of 2018, according
to the World Meteorological
Organisation. Scientists at Pennsylvania
State University in the US have also
confirmed that a combination of
human-caused warming and a natural upswing in temperatures increase the
odds that any new El-Nino year would
turn out to be the warmest ever.
Additionally, many weather forecasters around the world, including
the IMD, had predicted that the
development of an El-Nino phenomenon by the end of 2018 would
make things unbearably hot in 2019.

This pattern has already taken over.
It is evident in the form of abnormally hot winter seasons for the past three
to four years in a row. Continuing at
this rate, the next year will be even
worse and the threat to health and
well-being, especially of the young and
the elderly, will be devastating.
The development of these events
has been evident since the later half of
the last year. On November 22, 2018,
the IMD observed that moderate ElNino Southern Oscillation conditions
were prevalent in the equatorial Pacific
Ocean region and the El-Nino is likely to develop in the next two months.
El Nino, which is the unusual

warming of the equatorial Pacific
Ocean, further adds to the already
warming temperatures. Following on
this, on December 3, 2018, the IMD
again stated that equatorial Sea Surface
Temperatures (SSTs) were above average across most of the Pacific Ocean.
The climate prediction centre at the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) says that
there is an 80 per cent chance that a fullfledged El-Nino has already begun and
will last till the end of February 2019.
The impact of El-Nino on global
weather has also got more intense on
the past few occasions as a result of climate change, according to a research

paper published in the journal
Geophysical Research Letters. Another
major indicator of the warming trend
due to climate change is Ocean Heat
Content (OHC). The year 2018 recorded a new high in terms of OHC since
observations began in 1940.
There is more heat stored in the
Earth’s oceans today than at any time
in the last 78 years. When GHGs trap
heat in the atmosphere, some of it gets
converted into surface temperature but
90 per cent of it gets assimilated into
the oceans. Therefore, OHC is a much
better indicator of climate change than
surface temperatures. The last El-Nino
event that ended in 2016 had lasted for
two years and caused heat waves all
around the world, including India. The
heat waves in 2015 and 2016 killed
more than 2,500 people in India and
have been attributed to climate change,
which suggests that El-Nino was intensified by global warming.
Heat waves are not uncommon
but increasingly, these extreme
weather conditions are being attributed to global warming and climate
change. The heat waves of 2015 and
2016 especially have been attributed

to global warming, particularly considering a combination of temperature and humidity. The severe ElNino conditions are also causing
massive coral bleaching in the Great
Barrier Reef and droughts in parts of
Africa, South East Asia and South
America. Australia, too, is witnessing its worst drought in living memory. In regions like the New South
Wales, the drought is the worst in 400
years. One of the impacts of warmer
surface temperatures and more ocean
heat will be greater occurrence of
extreme weather events such as
tropical cyclones, heat waves, floods
and droughts. In 2018, there were 70
tropical cyclones all over the world,
while the long-term average was 53.
The world lost more than five lakh
people to such events in the last 20 years
along with an economic loss of $3.47
trillion, according to the latest Global
climate risk index 2019 report. The year
2019 seems to be having more than its
share of extreme weather events in the
first three months. One can only hope
for the best for the rest of the year.
(The writer is an environmental
journalist)
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t the launch of India’s first
scooter that meets Bharat
A
Stage 6 emission norms, Honda

industrial output
Igrewndia’s
to a six-

Motorcycle and Scooter India
(HMSI) Chief Executive
Officer, Minoru Kato mentioned that the Japanese company, India’s largest scooter
manufacturer was ‘putting on
hold any further investment
decisions until they got some
clarity on the government’s
proposals around electrification of sub-150cc two-wheelers.’ This is in light of a recent
proposal in a report released by
the Niti Ayog that has proposed
that all sub-1500 two-wheelers
in India get run on electricity
by 2023. Kato made it clear that
while electrification was the
future, to moveto electric so
soon after implementing new
Bharat Stage 6 emission norms
was not a wise move, “We and
many of our suppliers have
made very heavy investments
in moving to BS6.”
In doing so, Kato echoed
the sentiments expressed by
Pawan Munjal, CEO, Hero
Motocorp and Rajiv Bajaj,
Managing Director, Bajaj Auto.
India has moved from nationwide Bharat Stage 4 (BS4)
emission norms to BS6 emission norms in just three years.
Europe moved from the roughly comparable Euro 3 to Euro
5 in thirteen years. two -wheeler manufacturers in India have

month high of
3.4 per cent in
April mainly
on account of
improvement
in mining and
power generation, according
to Government
data released
Wednesday.
The Index
of Industrial
Production
(IIP) had expanded by 4.5 per
cent in April 2018. The previous high in IIP growth was
recorded at 8.4 per cent in
October 2018.
The expansion in the mining sector was 5.1 per cent
compared to 3.8 per cent in the
year-ago month.
Similarly, the growth in the
power sector was 6 per cent in
April as against 2.1 per cent in
the corresponding month of
the last fiscal. However, there
was a slowdown in the manufacturing sector.
As per Central Statistics
Office (CSO) data, manufacturing growth slipped to 2.8 per
cent in April from 4.9 per cent
in the corresponding period

?C8Q <D<108

he deal street saw a sharp
54 percent decline Merger
T
and Acquitions (M&A) in May
last year.
Giving further details, the
CSO data revealed that the
growth in capital goods segment, barometer of investment
activities, slowed sharply to
2.5 per cent from a high of 9.8
per cent in April 2018.
Similarly, slower growth
was recorded in infrastructure/construction goods, consumer durables and consumer
non-durables, segments in
April 2019 on annual basis.
However, the production of
primary goods increased by 5.2
per cent in April this year as
against 2.7 per cent year-onyear.
In terms of industries, 14
out of 23 industry groups in the

manufacturing sector showed
positive growth during April
2019 as compared to the corresponding month of the previous year.
The industry group ‘manufacture of wearing apparel’ has
shown the highest positive
growth of 33.6 per cent followed by 22.6 per cent in
‘Manufacture of wood and
products of wood and cork,
except furniture
On the other hand, the
industry group ‘manufacture of
paper and paper products’
showed the highest negative
growth of (-) 12.3 per cent followed by (-) 9.6 per cent in
‘manufacture of fabricated
metal products.
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he Bimal Jalan committee,
which is looking into the
T
size of capital reserves that the
RBI should hold, will have one
more meeting before finalising
its report to be submitted to the
apex bank by month-end.

The six-member panel
under former RBI governor
Jalan was appointed on
December 26, 2018, to review
the Economic Capital
Framework (ECF) for the
Reserve Bank after the Finance
Ministry wanted the RBI to follow global best practices and

transfer more surplus to the
Government.
The RBI has over C9.6 lakh
crore surplus capital with it.
“The ECF panel will meet
one more time and will submit
the report by month-end,” an
official told reporters here after
the meeting.

at $2.8 billion due to fewer large
deals, according a report.
However, rainmakers are
hopeful that formation of a
strong Government can help
the scenario.
There were 82 deals involving investments of $2.8 billion
in May, which is a 54 percent
decline year-on-year, EY India
said Wednesday and attributed the fall to fewer large
deals, as there were only five
deals of over $100 million during the month.
The dip comes amid data
release of sagging GDP growth
fuelled largely by a fall in consumption which has been the
one of the favourite for
investors as well.
EY partner Vivek Soni,

however, exuded confidence in
deal making picking up in the
coming months on the back of
the “decisive electoral mandate”
and a “strong deal pipeline”.
Within the $2.8-billion
fund inflows, buyouts was the
largest category accounting for
$1.4 billion.
From a sectoral perspective
infrastructure was the top pick
witnessing $900 million in
investments, largely due to the
$500-million deal involving
GIC and Essel Infraprojects
and also the $400-million
GIC/KKR deal with India Grid
Trust, it said.
Investments by sovereign
wealth funds and pension
funds accounted for over 40
percent of the total deals in the
month, it said.
There was a sharp fall in
exits as well, down 55 percent
in May at $739 million from
the year-ago period.

privately stated that this
rapid move has
led to them
diverting huge
amounts of
e ng i n e e r i ng
resources into
BS6 engine
development.
The stricter
emission
norms will
mean that most, if not all twowheelers will have to use fuelinjection systems. This coupled
with new insurance rules and
safety norms, are increasing
prices by 10-15 per cent.
This might have led to a
sales slowdown, which Kato
said was anticipated, but what
was not anticipated was the
dramatic decline in sales ahead
of the elections. Sales for several two-wheeler (and passenger car makers) manufacturers
have declined by 15-25 per
cent. While sales are expected
to pick up, thanks to the base
effect, from September
onwards, the industry has been
reeling. Some dealers are also
finding themselves financially
stressed, with banks also making working capital requirements difficult, holding onto
their pursestrings very tight.
Kato said that the industry
and its lobby body, the Society
of Indian Automobile
Manufacturers (SIAM) should
work closely with the govern-

ment to discuss and implement
a ‘reasonable’ roadmap for electrification.
According to several manufacturers there is still a major
infrastructure gap for electrification, and range is still a concern. Honda produces an electric scooter, the PCX which is
sold in Japan, Indonesia,
Thailand and Vietnam but it is
an expensive scooter and has a
range of under 50km. “Most
Indian two-wheeler owners
tend to ride longer distances,
this will be a difficult issue to
solve.” And while India produces enough electricity,
according to energy experts,
the back-end grid will need to
be beefed up across the country to deal with huge charging
load.
The industry and the government are clearly not on the
same page over here, with
investments on hold and some
even speaking about jobs being
at risk with potential production cutbacks.
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oining the debate on overestimation of the
GDP, industry chamber CII Wednesday said
growth estimates shown by former CEA Arvind
Subramanian have omitted productivity and
quality and are based on only volume.
In a research paper, Subramanian, who
stepped down last year, has said India’s economic
growth rate has been overestimated by around
2.5 percentage points between 2011-12 and 201617 due to a change in methodology for calculating GDP.
Subramanian’s paper titled ‘India’s GDP
Mis-estimation: Likelihood, Magnitudes,
Mechanisms, and Implications’, published at
Harvard University, also comes at a time when
concerns have been raised in various quarters
about the official economic growth numbers.
Commenting on the paper, CII Director
General Chandrajit Banerjee said the Indian
economy is a complex one and cannot be captured by just a few indicators.
“The growth estimates shown by former CEA
omits productivity and quality and takes only volume into account. GDP data has to take a more
robust and comprehensive approach where all
growth drivers are included,” Banerjee said.
For instance, agriculture, which is one-sixth
of the Indian economy, has not been included
in the study. Moreover, the service sector, which
accounts for more than 50 per cent of GDP, has
been inadequately represented.
Specifically, IT and telecom sectors which
have been the most dynamic parts of the economy in the recent years have been missed out
while many infrastructure sectors like rural
roads that have posted double-digit growth for
several years are missing in the report,
Banerjee said.
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top economic advisory panel to
the Prime Minister on
A
Wednesday rejected Arvind
Subramanian’s claims of overestimation of GDP, saying a point-topoint rebuttal will be issued in due
course and that the former CEA by
his own admission is “still unsure”
about calculation of growth numbers.
The Economic Advisory CouncilPM (EAC-PM) also asserted that any
attempt to sensationalise what should
be a proper academic debate about
GDP numbers is “not desirable” from
the point of view of preserving the
independence and quality of India’s
statistical systems, all of which the former chief economic adviser (CEA) is
familiar with.
In a research paper,
Subramanian, who stepped down
last year, has said India’s economic
growth rate has been overestimated
by around 2.5 percentage points
between 2011-12 and 2016-17 due
to a change in methodology for calculating GDP.
Subramanian’s paper titled ‘India’s
GDP Mis-estimation: Likelihood,
Magnitudes, Mechanisms, and
Implications’, published at Harvard
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New Delhi: Zoylo, an online healthcare platform on Wednesday
launched ‘Zoycare’, to bring preventive healthcare services to the
people of Delhi on the move. Zoylo Digihealth Pvt. Ltd. in association with the Delhi Metro has launched “health kiosks” at two
key metro stations — IIT and INA metro stations with proposed
expansion plans to cover more stations soon. The health kiosks
would give metro passengers quick access to diagnostic services,
vital health check-ups and other preventive healthcare services.
This launch brings Zoylo a step closer to its mission of making
healthcare accessible to all.
PNS

University, also comes at a time
when concerns have been raised in
various quarters about the official economic growth numbers.
In its statement, the EAC-PM
said the Base Year of India’s income
calculations was shifted to 2011-12
on the basis of recommendations of
several committees with experts in
national income accounting.
It was on the basis of these recommendations, started in 2008, that
the government implemented the
change from January 2015.
“Therefore, it is wrong to suggest
that the views of experts have not
been taken into account while
changing the Base Year or weights or
switching from Annual Survey of
Industries (ASI) to Ministry of
Corporate Affairs (MCA) 21,” it said.
It further said Subramanian has
used cross-country regressions to
estimate what India’s GDP should be,
which is a “most unusual exercise”,
as is the suggestion that any country’s GDP that is off the regression
line must be questioned.
The proxy indicators that he
used can also be questioned, it said,
adding that nor does this exercise
allow for GDP increases on the basis
of productivity gains.

“A country’s GDP is in nominal
terms and any exercise should be on
the basis of nominal figures, not real
growth rates.
“The Economic Advisor y
Council will examine in detail the
estimates made in Dr. Arvind
Subramanian’s paper and come out
with a point-to-point rebuttal in due
course,” the statement said.
The EAC-PM further said that at
the moment, it is felt that any attempt
to sensationalise what should be a
proper academic debate is not desirable from the point of view of preserving the independence and quality of India’s statistical systems, all of
which the former CEA is familiar with.
“These are certainly issues that
Dr. Subramanian must certainly
have raised while he was working as
CEA, though by his own admission,
he has taken time to understand
India’s growth numbers and is still
unsure,” it said.
On Tuesday, the Ministry of
Statistics and Programme
Implementation (MoSPI) had said it
follows accepted procedures and
methodologies for arriving at projections of national income, while
rejecting the contention of the former CEA.
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ith the 737 Max jet still
grounded after two deadW
ly crashes, deliveries of new
Boeing jets are falling far
behind last year’s pace.

Boeing said Tuesday that it
delivered 30 commercial airliners during May, down 56%
from the 68 it made in May
2018.
Deliveries of 737s plummeted from 47 a year ago to
just eight last month. All eight
were an older model of 737, call
the NG.
Boeing is still building Max
jets in Washington state, but
they are being parked for now.
The Chicago-based company has 4,550 unfilled orders
for the Max but stopped deliveries after regulators around the
world grounded the plane following crashes in Indonesia
and Ethiopia that killed 346
people. It’s working on changes
to flight-control software impli-

cated in the crashes.
Boeing reported a cancelled order for 71 Max planes
that were to be leased to Jet
Airways until the financially
struggling Indian carrier suspended all flights in April.
Boeing has not reported other
large cancellations despite the
Max’s grounding.
Orders for all Boeing airlines were “anemic” in May but
should be better at next week’s
Paris air show, said Cowen
Research aerospace analyst Cai
von Rumohr.
Shares of Boeing fell $4.47,
or 1.3 per cent, to close at
$349.33 on Tuesday.
They have dropped 21 per
cent since early March, shortly before the second Max crash.
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ammu & Kashmir Governor
Satya Pal Malik on
Wednesday asked militants to
give up arms and invited them
to hold talks, saying dialogue is
the only way through which
they can get what they want
within the ambit of the
Constitution.
He said India cannot be
made to bow through violence.
"Take everything from us,
we will give our life, but
through love and dialogue. For
that (PM) Narendra Modi is
ready, we are ready. Come to the
dialogue table and take it forward," Malik said at a marathon
press briefing on the achievements of his administration.
"Whatever you want can be
achieved through talks and
dialogue. You have your own
constitution, you have a separate flag. Whatever more you
want, you will get it through the
democratic process and within the ambit of the Indian
Constitution," he said.
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The governor said the militants may not realise it now,
but 10 years down the line they
will repent that they chose the
wrong path.
"You cannot make India to
bow through violence," he said.
Malik said the problem of
militancy exists in Kashmir
not only due to unemployment
among youth, but also because
politicians have been misleading the people for the past several decades.
"There is unemployment
across the country but unemployed people (elsewhere) in
the country do not pick up

weapons against the government. There is something more
here. The basic thing here is
that the leaders have not told
people the truth. People have
been misled and shown false
dreams, which will never be
fulfilled," he said.
Malik said the people have
been shown the dream of
'azadi' (independence) and
sometimes that of autonomy.
"When these things did
not work, they were shown the
dreams of paradise through
radicalisation. I want to tell the
youth that they have two paradises -- one is Kashmir and if

HTRWdah[PdSb3<:[TSbTRd[Pa
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they become good Muslims,
they will get the other one also,"
he said.
Speaking about the presence of the Islamic State in
Kashmir, the governor said,
"These are ways of destruction
of Kashmir."
Malik exhorted the youth
to give up arms.
"I want to tell the youth of
Kashmir, drop your guns and
come to Raj Bhawan to have
lunch with me. Then explain to
me what good Kashmir will get
from the path you have chosen," he said.
Malik called on the political leaders to help bring back
the youth to the mainstream
society.
"They have to muster the
courage and tell them. I request
the mainstream leaders,
preachers and intelligentsia to
bring back these youth (to the
mainstream) and whatever is
needed for their rehabilitation,
we will do it," he said.
"In every insurgency, there
comes a time when fatigue sets
in. That time has come in
Kashmir," he added.
Asked about Pakistan's role
in the situation in Kashmir,
Malik said the neighbouring
country is in trouble.
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he CPI(M) Wednesday
T
lauded the DMK for forming a successful alliance for the
Lok Sabha polls in Tamil Nadu
but lamented such an understanding did not develop
among the secular democratic
forces in many other states.
The party would spearhead
the fight against the challenges
posed by the BJP rule in the
coming days, CPI-M general
secretary Sitaram Yechury said.
"I would like to congratulate

the DMK and M K Stalin (DMK
president), not only for the victory, but also for the efforts made
to bring together all secular
democratic forces into a common understanding and contest
the elections," he said.
Such an understanding,
unfortunately, did not develop
in many other states, Yechury
added.
While the BJP alone won a
whopping 303 seats across the
country in the recently concluded Lok Sabha election, the
party was decimated in Tamil

Nadu.
The DMK-led alliance,
which included the Congress,
CPI, CPI(M), won 37 of the 38
seats that went to the polls.
Sharing his assessment on
the poll outcome, Yechury said
successful shifting of electoral
narrative from livelihood issues
to Hindutva nationalism, communal polarisation, largerthan-life persona of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
backed by staggering amount
of money contributed to the
BJP's success.
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he Bombay High Court on
Wednesday said it will have
T
to hear environmental experts
before deciding on a plea seeking hacking of mangroves to
pave way for the MumbaiAhmedabad bullet train project.
A division bench of Chief
Justice Pradeep Nandrajog and
Justice NM Jamdar was hearing an application filed by the
National High Speed Rail
Corporation Ltd (NHSRCL),
seeking permission to cut
mangroves spread over 13
hectares of area.
In March this year, the
Maharashtra Coastal Zone
Management Authority had
told the court that it had given
its nod for cutting over 53,000
mangrove trees for the project.
In April this year, the
NHSRCL informed the court
that it had received the
approval of the expert appraisal
committee of the Union
Ministry of Environment and
Forests for removal of mangroves in Thane, Navi Mumbai
and Palghar districts.

nited Progressive Alliance
chairperson Sonia Gandhi,
U
along with daughter and
Congress general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra, visited Rae Bareli on Wednesday to
thank the voters for their support in winning the parliamentary seat for the fifth time.
While Sonia Gandhi held a
small meeting to thank her voters for giving her a resounding
victory by over 1.65 lakhs votes
for the fifth time from Rae
Bareli, Priyanka commenced
her meeting with the losing Lok
Sabha candidates and the district presidents of 41 Lok Sabha
constituencies of UP east under
her charge.
Attacking Prime Minister
Narendra Modi without taking
his name, Sonia Gandhi said
that power had gone in the

“wrong hands”.
She asked the party workers and leaders to raise the
issues of the people with full
strength.
Priyanka, in her brief
address, asked the party workers to introspect what they
had done and where they went
wrong as only self-assessment
would bring a change in the
party.
Referring to the people of
her constituency, Sonia Gandhi
said she had always tried to
look after this extended family. “Like every Lok Sabha election, this time also you have
reposed your faith in me. I am
thankful to each and every
Congress worker and friends
from the Samajwadi Party,
Bahujan Samaj Party and
Swabhiman Dal for the hard
work they put in for my victory,” the UPA chief said.
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minor sisters were raped by four men at gunpoint in
village of Muzaffarnagar on Tuesday evening.
TwoKaserwa
The sisters, aged 13 and 15 years, had gone looking for their
mother near a cane field, when the four persons dragged them
into the thickets and after threatening to shoot them if they raised
an alarm, they raped the two girls.
The four were booked in a case and efforts were underway
to nab them.
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ith the potential threat of
cyclone Vayu looming
W
large over Gujarat, the Western
Railway has either cancelled,
short-terminated or partially
cancelled as many as 37 trains
bound for various destinations
in the neighbouring State as a
precautionary measure.
In addition to the 15 trains
cancelled earlier, the authorities
on Wednesday evening cancelled 25 more mainline trains,
while in addition to the earlier 16 trains, 12 other mainline
trains will be short terminated
with partial cancellation as a
precautionary measure in the
cyclone prone areas in the
Western Railways.
“Accordingly, total 68 trains
of Western Railways have been
affected in view of the precautionary measures taken by us to
safeguard the interests of the

passengers,” a Western Railway
spokesperson added.
The Mumbai-headquartered Western Railway geared
up to tackle the impending situation, amid reports that parts
of Gujarat would be hit by the
impact from strengthening
Cyclone Vayu, which is expected to hit the Gujarat coast anywhere between Veraval in the
south and Dwarka in the west
on Thursday afternoon.
All the passenger and
Mail/Express trains to these
stations are being short terminated or cancelled after 1800
hrs Wednesday to morning of
June 14.
"The coaching stock currently available at depots and
station yards at coastal areas are
being shifted to safe places.
Special trains with six to ten
coaches each will be formed, to
be kept in ready condition at
nearest safe location to be
moved in emergency conditions," a WR spokesperson said.
The Western Railway has
made arrangements for roundthe-clock monitoring of the situation at the emergency control room at its headquarters

HQ and also at its Divisional
offices by Officers of concerned departments for immediate relief arrangement.
“Considering the alertness
for Vayu cyclone over Gujarat,
Western Railway has decided to
run relief special trains. Two
such evacuation special trains
are scheduled to be run in
Rajkot Division and one in
Bhavnagar division to clear
passengers of coastal area
affected by the Cyclone,” a WR
spokesperson said.
The first special train is
scheduled to run from Okha at
18.00 hrs on Thursday for
Rajkot with 11 coaches, while
the 2nd special train is scheduled to run from Okha at
20.05 on Thursday for
Ahmedabad with 20 coaches.
The 3rd special train will run
from Veraval at 20.00 hours on
Thursday for Ahmedabad with
11 coaches.
In addition to this, the
authorities are taking various
safety and security precautions
for train passengers of these
prone areas under the jurisdiction of the W4estern
Railways.
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Party leader
Shasamajwadi
Mohammad Azam Khan
stirred a new controversy
by saying that madarsas do not
produce people like Nathuram
Godse or Pragya Singh Thakur,
referring to Mahatma Gandhi’s
assassin and the Bharatiya
Janata Party lawmaker in the
same breath.
Khan, known for making
contentious comments, was
asked to respond to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s new
plan of connecting madarsas
with mainstream education
and providing scholarship to
one crore Muslim students
every year.
“Madarsas don’t breed

those of Nathuram Godse’s
nature or with a personality like
Pragya Thakur. First announce
that those propagating
thoughts of Godse will be
declared enemies of democracy, those convicted for terror
activities won’t be rewarded,”
Khan said in Rampur on
Wednesday.
Pragya Thakur, an accused
in the 2008 Malegaon blasts
case and out on bail, won the
recent Lok Sabha election
from Bhopal as a BJP candidate. She remained in news
throughout her election campaign for her provocative
statements, including one on
Godse, that the assassin
of Mahatma Gandhi was a
patriot.

Khan said that if the Union
government wanted to help
madarsas, then it should bring
about improvements.
“Religious teaching is
imparted at madarsas and
English, Hindi and Maths are
also taught. This has always
been the case. If you want to
help, improve standards, provide them funds for constructing/renovating their
buildings and also furniture
and mid-day meals,” the SP
Member of Parliament from
Rampur said.
Though Khan appeared
critical of Centre’s scheme
announced on Tuesday by
Union minister Mukhtar Abbas
Naqvi, many Muslim clerics
have welcomed it.
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n a freak but a shocking
mishap, a senior citizen was
Ikilled
and two others sustained
minor injuries when an aluminium cladding panel of a
huge mural of Mahatma
Gandhi installed at the
Churchgate railway terminus in
south Mumbai collapsed on
him.
On a day when the
impending cyclone Vayu began
influence the weather conditions in the country’s commercial capital, an acrylic
hoarding blew off a skywalk
and crashed on three pedestrians in Bandra (west) in northwest Mumbai. Three women –
Tejal Kadam (27) Malisa
Nazareth (30) and Sulakshana
Vaze (41) -- were injured in the
mishap.
In the far-off western suburb of Bordi Road, four workers were injured when five
girders of a railway bridge gave
way, when some work was
going on there. The authorities
attributed the incident to strong
winds blowing in the area.
Following the incident, the
traffic on this stretch of
Western Railway was affected.
A pedestrian identified as

one Madhukar Appa Narvekar
(62) was severely injured, when
the cladding from a 81 ft x 54
ft mural of Mahatma Gandhi,
installed in November 2017 fell
on him at 12.45 pm.
Narvekar was rushed to the
nearby G.T. Hospital, where he
succumbed to injuries after an
hour while undergoing treatment.
Two more pedestrians were
injured in the mishap that saw
an aluminium cladding panel
on the second and third floor
of the eastern side facade of
Churchgate terminus building
gave way and crashed on them.
However, the injured persons
left the spot before they were
even provided first aid.
All through Wednesday,
the metropolis reeled under
pre-monsoon showers, resulting in disruption of flight operations, rail and road traffic.
While an Air India flight
AI-678 from Delhi to Mumbai
was diverted to Ahmedabad on
Wednesday afternoon because
of inclement weather conditions, the arrival and departures
of some flights were delayed by
15 to 20 minutes because of to
strong winds at the Chhatrapati
Shivaji Maharaj International
Airport.

of Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI) raided
S22 leuths
places in Uttar Pradesh and
Delhi, including three residences of former UP minister
Gayatri Prasad Prajapati in
Amethi, on Wednesday in connection with a mining scam
during the Samajwadi Party
regime.
The case pertains to violation of norms in awarding
mining leases in various UP
districts between 2012 and
2016.
Along with Prajapati, who
is lodged in Lucknow jail in
connection with a rape case,
the CBI also raided the residences and other establishments of MLC Ramesh
Chandra Mishra in Hamirpur.
A report from Amethi said
that CBI sleuths from Lucknow
reached the Awas Vikas residence of Prajapati on
Wednesday morning and also
recorded the statement of people inside the house.
Prajapati has been under
the scanner as he held the
Mining portfolio in the SP
government when the scam
was unearthed. The central
agency is also examining the
role of former Chief Minister
Akhilesh Yadav in the case.
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athers are amazing, for all their bad
F
jokes, sports training and life advice.
They have given us a lot of love and sup-
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port because of which, we’re who we are
today. Just like that, television also has
some amazing fathers who we love to
watch onscreen and can pretty much relate
to all their goofiness and sometimes their
comic timing that can be pretty off, but
adorable.
SPhil Dunphy in Modern Family

The self-proclaimed cool dad, he is
one of the funniest characters on Modern
Family. The father of three children is as
optimistic as a kid himself and loves
adventure. Believer of Peer-renting, he is
a devoted father putting efforts to make
better bonds with the kids by his fun tricks
and talks. Always ready to go miles for his
friends and family, happy-go-lucky and an
avid follower of sci-fi and fantasy, he is
clearly one of the most loving dads on television. The show airs on Star World.
SJack Geller in F.R.I.E.N.D.S

From praising his kids for their
achievement to being upright with his
comments, he tries his best to be a good
dad and does a brilliant job indeed.
Talking to them after their break-ups and
failures, consoling them, preserving their
childhood memories to giving them a
hile the role of a mother is
celebrated and feted in
popular culture, that of the
father often does not often inspire
poetry or prose. However, research
does not concur with the idea. A
study published in the Journal of
Family Psychology, New York,
reveals that both types of involvement — caregiving versus play and
the timing, workday versus nonworkday can have an impact on the
quality of the early father-child
relationship.
Father’s day is the right time to
try and get a deeper insight into the
relationship between a parent and a
child and how it is likely to impact
the duo. “There is no other important influence than a parent for a
growing child. It’s the comfort,
security, affection, attention that you
get from your parents that shapes
your personality,” says Dr Samir
Parikh, director, department of
Mental Health and Behavioural
Sciences, Fortis Healthcare. He further adds that the paternal relationship governs how you feel about
yourself, your confidence and selfimage. The relationship a child’s parents share between them is also
exceptionally important. The core to
a child’s personality is reciprocal relationship with his/her parents. On
long-term relationship with a child,
he says, “It brings positivity and stability in your life. The healthier it is,
the better you live.”
Dr Anuneet Sabharwal, a psychiatrist, who runs The Happy Tree,
says, “The most important thing in
a father-child relationship is the
establishment of boundaries and a
sense of security in the mindset of
the child to differentiate between
what is family and what is not.” He
lays emphasis on distinction
between acceptable and unacceptable behaviour. With respect to
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Porsche, he comes with a lot of surprises. A progressive and open-minded father
who lets his children fight their own battles while constantly being a strong pillar of support. The show is available on
Netflix.
SWalter White in Breaking Bad

Who would have thought a chemistry
teacher going through a mid-life crisis and
fighting deadly cancer would turn into a
complete badass? Finding it difficult to
make ends meet, he decides to sell drugs
only to provide for his family. From buying a brand new sports car to destroying
and burning it, he has always been full of
surprises and who doesn't like surprises,
right? The show is currently streaming on
Netflix.
SBrad Wolgast in The Passage

The federal agent, Brad Wolgast is not
the biological father of Amy but when he
finds out that the girl’s life is in danger, he

take for granted what they’ve inherited
and not earned. He walks with a certain
pride and thinks that he’s the last of the
leaders until he realises the potential of his
daughter. It will premiere on Star World
on June 17.
SDavid Budd in Bodyguard

A war veteran suffering from PTSD
and working in the police protection force
as a bodyguard, has his own affairs and
is not the most likeable person around.
But he can go beyond imagination to protect his children. The heroic personality
and the spirit to fight against anyone for
the protection of his kids is what makes
him a great dad. The show is currently
streaming on Netflix.
SJohn Winchester in Supernatural

decides to protect her. His fights against
all the odds to save the orphan girl from
a deadly experiment conducted by the
secret medical facility of the US government. Even though, Amy is not his real
daughter, he never treats her any different. Now who wouldn't want a man like
that to be their father. The show airs on

Star World.
SLogan Roy in Succession
What makes Logan a really interesting character is his mysterious persona.
He gives his kids a hard time but that is
because he believes they need to go
through it. He makes sure his kids never

John was blinded by revenge and
spent most of his time drinking. He has
done some terrible things that will make
one think he hasn’t been the best father
but he has always protected his kids. The
upbringing seems hard on the kids but
that made Sam and Dean one of the finest
hunters in the world. He seems a tough
and less expressive father because of what
he has been through. But after reuniting
with them, he expresses the happiness that
his sons saved the world. The series can
be streamed on Amazon Prime.
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physical growth and personality of
the child, he says, a lot of times when
parents are not around, children
often indulge in substance abuse,
which leads to personality disorders
including violence against peers
and others. “Males often emulate
their fathers as role models. With
women, I think it’s different, they
end up looking for their father figure in the partners they choose. It
translates into what you desire in a
relationship. It does affect your perception of what do you want as a
partner in a relationship.”
According to Dr Deepak
Raheja, psychiatrist, Hope Care,
says, “Father is representative of the
authority parental figure as he plays
a huge role in shaping up the personality of the children. The time
spent with the children results in
more resilient bond, which lays the
foundation of a person who can deal
with conflicts later in life with adequate preparedness.” At a time when
mental health issues are at their
peak, he feels, when children are
faced with interpersonal conflict as
adults, depending on the foundation
that is encrypted in their mind, they
find a more resilient, conflict busting mechanism which enables them
to lead a more meaningful life.
Laying emphasis on the cycle of
life he says, “There is a stage where
the child wants to reach out to you
and you are not available. And as the

CR_ZXVedRdaVTZR]XZWe
ctor Rani Mukerji recently wrapped up the schedA
ule of Mardaani 2, her next
film. On the last day of the
Rajasthan shoot, she received
a gift that overwhelmed her.
“An art director of the film
who is also a painter based in
Jaipur, Babu Saini, is an old
acquaintance and a colleague
of Rani. The duo had worked
together in Kuch Kuch Hota
Hain, which is one of Rani’s
initial films. They go back a
long way as colleagues and
have fond memories of working together. He is also a
huge fan of her work and he
showed his huge appreciation for Rani by gifting a special portrait of her,” says a
source.
Saini’s portrait depicts
Rani in her Mardaani 2 look,
a film that she is very proud

of. “She was overwhelmed
and informed him that she
will display this in her house.
It also shows the kind of
affection and appreciation
and respect that technicians
and crew members have for
Rani as a person and her
body of work.”
A final schedule in
Mumbai will complete the
shooting for the YRF crime
drama. Rani reprises the role
of the fearless and committed
superintendent of police,
Shivani Shivaji Roy in
Mardaani 2. In the film, she
took on the kingpin of a child
trafficking racket. Produced
by Aditya Chopra, this will be
Rani’s next release after the
Hichki. Mardaani 2 marks the
directorial debut of Gopi
Puthran, the writer of the
first Mardaani film.

cycle of life goes on, there is a
stage where you want to reach
out to the child and s/he is
unavailable. The cycle continues
to be dysfunctional.” The time
spent with children nurtures and
cements the relationship in a
manner that the child has trust
and ability to rely on the father.
Dr Raheja feels that at a sensitive stage, where the small
nuances of life like watching
films and taking for meals bolster the confidence and selfesteem of children in a manner
that they are able to become
more responsible and confident humans later in life. “If the
old adage of life is being able to
have a positive self image then
nothing does it better than the
quality and quantity of time
spent by the parents with the
children, primarily, the father

figure.”
Dr. Jitender Nagpal, consultant and head of Pediatrics,
Sitaram Bhartia Institute of
Science & Research, says, “In
modern times, the relationship
of the father with the child is
continuously evolving and has
emerged as a mutually fulfilling
relationship.” He stresses on
how the father too grows as a
person while interacting and
learning with the child.
Regarding the long-term benefits, the child looks up to the
father in terms of defining the
ideal behaviour. When the child
is passing through various stages
of life, s/he looks up to his father
for guidance and setting benchmarks.
So, don’t confine the hugs to
this Sunday. Extend the love and
time beyond it.
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nternational travel can entail
some amount of anticipation
but agencies have sprung up in
different cities to smoothen the
process, says Vinay Malhotra.
International travel often causes high levels of excitement and
anticipation, even for frequent travellers. For travel agents, it means
dealing with a large volume of visa
applications and ensuring that their
customers have a seamless experience.
To meet the growth in foreign
travel, visa application centres have
introduced services that are not only
tailor-made to suit the changing
requirements of applicants, but also
simplify the application process,
making it more convenient, exclusive, personalised, time saving and
hassle-free.

I

It is here that companies like
VFS Global have stepped in to
make the process of applying for a
visa simple and hassle-free. The services that they offer ensure that most
applicants, irrespective of their
schedules or location, have full
access to a smooth and streamlined
visa application services despite
their round-the-clock commitments,
or minimal access to metro cities, or
wishing for additional support and
paperless experience.
Vinay Malhotra., Regional
Group COO, South Asia, Middle
East and China, VFS Global, says,
“The trust and reliability of a customer-focussed specialised travel
agent still holds a very high premium, especially in countries like
India. Due to this, travel agents are
best placed to gauge and understand

their customer’s unique requirements and can advise them appropriately on visas services that are best
suited to their schedules and preferences.”
VFS Global offers travel agents
a wide range of innovative and
extremely useful services that
smoothen the visa application
process. Nevertheless, such services
continue to be highly popular among
applicants who are short on time and
thus find the convenience of these
services invaluable.
Popular among families travelling with children, corporates, and
frequent fliers, VFS Global has
invested in Premium Lounges
designed exclusively for applicants
seeking a comfortable visa application process delivered with a personalised touch.

The service includes one-to-one
attention with a dedicated staff
member, who will guide the applicants through the entire application
procedure. The personalised services
are offered for select countries at
most VFS Global Visa Application
Centres across India. Visa companies
like VFS Global, visit the applicant’s
preferred location to accept the visa
application and enroll biometrics so
that applicants do not have to visit
the Visa Application Centre and can
complete the process at home.
The service is quite popular
because of the flexibility it offers to
applicants and is most often used by
leisure travel groups and by applicants from Tier-2 cities not covered
under the VFS Global’ s network of
17 cities, who find it difficult to travel to another city just for complet-
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n order to encourage students to work
harder and behave diligently in future,
Ryan International School, Rohini
felicitated meritorious students. These
include bestowing accolades on them
every year. There were many unique days
to celebrate the achievements of the
students. At the Accolade Ceremony, the
Ryan family greeted special guests Mohan
Gupta and Dr Ashutosh Ojha who visited

I

the school to make the day more special.
The day began in the name of Almighty
God through Bible reading proceeded by
special prayer. The students clapped to
congratulate the winners. After the
felicitation, the guests gave an aweinspiring speech to all the minors. At the
conclusion, the guests were thanked for
their presence.
8=E4BC8CDA424A4<>=H

Education means preparation of the stu-
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ing their visa application process.
Other groups who find this service
beneficial are film personalities and
crew, large corporate groups, and
high net-worth individuals, who
may find it inconvenient to visit the
visa centres because of their busy
schedules. These services are now
available outside normal working
hours for time poor applicants.
Regional Group COO VFS Global.

struggles help one to achieve heights.
Geetika Narang, head mistress, administered the oath of office to the council
appointees. In her address, she reminisced
of her school days and advised the students
to follow the path of honesty and kindness.
She advised them to be role models and
extended a supporting hand to the students’
council for the smooth running of the
school. The function concluded with the
National Anthem.
dents for future. This preparation includes
training them for to be prospective leaders.
To help the students inculcate a sense of
responsibility and in keeping with the tradition of the institution, new members of
the students’ council were elected in Ryan
International School, Rohini for the session
2019-20.
The Investiture Ceremony was presided
over by Dr Ruchi Srivastava. It signifies the
reliance and confidence that the school has
in the new office bearers. While donning the
mantle of accountability, they also pledge to
do their best.
The selected leaders were conferred
with badges by the chief guest. The students'
council took the pledge to hold the school
motto of loyalty, truth and honour in high
esteem. She congratulated them and advised
them to be impartial and honest in discharging their duties. She also exhorted them to
uphold the values and reminded them that
with position comes responsibility towards
themselves, their school and peers and
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Se contest to its Indian customers. The
contest was launched by Bollywood and
Tollywood actress, Nidhi Agrewal.
Customers who buy ARL products
not only get true value, safety and comfort in their road journeys but also get to
win from over a 1,000 prizes that range
from a grand car, to bikes, mobile
phones to cameras, washing machines to
refrigerators, gold coins and a lot more.
ARL Tyres hold good both for summer and winter season. The global standards and technology upgradation plus
innovation in design and with over a
1,000 prizes be won now make ARL the
favourite products for the price purchased.
Incorporated in 1983, Agarwal
Rubber Ltd, is an ISO 9001: 2015 certified company, a pioneer in manufacturing high quality automobile tyres, butyl
tubes, flaps, curing bags, envelopes and
bladder and under the brand name
ARL Tyres.
In it’s ultra modern Tube
Manufacturing Unit, approximately
50,000 high grade Butyl Rubber automotive tubes are produced every day. The
range starts from two-wheeler sizes and
goes up to high precision OTR and
Aviation Tubes.
The production at the BIAS Tyre
Manufacturing Unit consists of durable,
strong and stylish, two wheeler tyres for
motorcycles, scooters, cycles and mopeds three-wheeler tyres for auto rickshaws
ultra-light truck tyres for pickups, passenger vehicles tyres, light commercial vehicle tyres for light trucks, agricultural tyres
for tractor front, rear and trailors and
implements and forklift tyres. The company is very pro-active in updating its
product profile and adding new new sizes
and patterns as per global demand.
These products are marketed under

our robust brands like, ARL & Maruti and
are a testimony to the inherent spirit of
the Company, i.e. “Keep Going”.
In just a short span of time, the brand
has succeeded in establishing a strong
foothold in the available product segments and has also been able to build a
strong distribution network, backed by
145 exclusive distributors in India (who
further retail through 5,500 retail outlets)
and exports to more than 45 countries
worldwide.
Adding to this, Komal Agarwal,
director marketing at ARL Tyres mentioned that work has already started for
new ultra-modern manufacturing facility at Sadashivpet (RR Dist) and shall be
ready in another 12-15 months time. This
new facility will provide a quantum leap
into company’s total manufacturing
capacity of tyres to approx. 150 MT per
day from present capacity of 70 MT per
day, and will greatly enhance their presence in global tyre and tube market.
In this new facility, the company
plans to roll out niche sizes of tyres for
OTRs, agriculture, implements, and high
end radial tyres for motorcycles, which
could cater to OEMs in India and
abroad.
Highly qualified and experienced
team of rubber technologists, design engineers and able workmen, combined
with stringent quality control across the
process, has enabled the product to
acquire prestigious certifications for
international standards such asDOT,“E”
Mark, SASO, SONCAP, GSO etc, and ISI
from Bureau of Indian Standards.
The Company has a state of the art,
fully modernised and well-equipped,
research and designing laboratory for its
tyre and tube testing, which stands at par
with the best of international standards.
These labs are equipped with the latest
machines required for endurance testing
(5 stations), plunger testing and various
kinds of polymer tests.
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ho says that the residents of
W
Delhi NCR have to travel all the
way to Dehradun’s Jim Corbett National
Park to experience life in a forest? All
you need to do is wait a while, as
Ghaziabad Nagar Nigam is planning to
develop around 175 acres of land which
is a part of the City Forest, on the same
scale where there are entertainment
options for children, youngsters as well
as the elderly. It would be possible to go
on an enjoyable day-long tour with your
family at this tourist destination.
4]Y^hTeTahcWX]VUa^\7^abT
aXSX]Vc^1^PcX]V

their way to this area.
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There are several options for the
tourists including horse riding and
boating. These can be availed at nominal charges of C50, to ensure that it does
not hurt the public pocket.

Since the time of Mahabharata,
there is a mountain-like dune spread
over 25 acres. It is decorated with solar
lamps and when the LED lights are lit,
it will certainly remind one of the mountains. The riverfront of the historic
Hernandi too has been developed

4g_TaXT]RT0UaXRP]BPUPaXPSeT]cdaTb
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There is arrangement for travelling
in an open gypsy on the lines of the
African Safari, which has been prepared
in accordance with the G Forest standards. The fee is only C100. Not only
this, children can enjoy themselves in
adventure zones, kids zone, duck zone
and rabbit zones . There are birds of different and rare species such as sparrow,
peacock, pheasants, cuckoo and
coloured parrots which are the centre
of attraction.

Security arrangements are strict. To
keep an eye on the safety of the tourists,
there are a dozen watch towers, where
security personnel are posted and keep
an eye. According to GDA’s senior garden inspector Govind Singh, “The city
forest is open for the tourists from 7 am
to 7 pm.”

APaTP]X\P[bXVWcX]Vb

Leopard, deer, blue bull (neelgai) are
an attraction for children. During the
safari in the thick forests these rare wild
animals can be sighted. These have not
been introduced here by the GDA but
since the forest is dense, they often make
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GDA secretary, Santosh Kumar
Rai, says, “For the people living in the
NCR region, Delhi is a better option
for tourists for the city forest tourists.
Many more amenities will be provided
here. Projects like Open Theater, Toy
Rail, Night House, Guest House, are
also being developed. A library which
has books on nature as well as several
restaurants have been developed.”
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has been designated as the guest of honour at the 33rd Feria
IFair)ndia
Internacional del Libro de Guadalajara (Guadalajara International Book
which will be held in Mexico November 30 to December 8, the largest

eeping pace with advancements and
K
needs of the Indian consumers,
ARL Tyres has presented the Jeeto Shaan



book fair in the Spanish speaking world.
At a conference on June 6 at Embassy of India at Mexico City, Prof
Govind Prasad Sharma, chairman, National Book Trust, Muktesh K
Pardeshi, Ambassador of India in Mexico and Kumar Vikram, editor &
project in-charge announced India's broad outline of programmes for
FIL 2019. Marisol Schulz Manaut, director general, FIL also addressed
the press conference from the book fair organiser’s side.
The National Book Trust, India (under the Ministry of HRD, Govt.
of India) is the nodal agency coordinating the guest country presentation at the event where it will display a wide array of its rich and composite literary and cultural heritage at this edition of Feria Internacional
del Libro de Guadalajara (FIL) with over 35 authors /artists /scientists/science communicators/children’s writers; 15 publishing houses; literary and
academic activities comprising conferences, publishers' round table, discussions and presentations on science and other genres; three large exhibitions consisting of ancient and rare manuscripts, photo books, wall hangings on handicrafts and paintings; modern art by 40 renowned women
artists of India; a Festival of India consisting of extensive cultural programme that will include 10 concerts — folk, classical and contemporary and an artistic tribute to Indian literature, among many other activities. An expected sale and exhibition of more than 2,000 Indian titles
will take place at the event, which will also include translation agreements
and copyright exchanges. India's participation at FIL will also include a
film festival, comprising Indian feature films' and those based on pure
sciences; a food festival; street shows at various venues across Guadalajara
and at Casa de la India — a cultural hub of Indian food, handicrafts and
artefacts, for sale and display.
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amaste Thailand Online
Quiz 2019 concluded on
June 8 with the award ceremony at the Royal Thai
Embassy, New Delhi.
Aiming to foster closer
ties between Thailand and
India, the quiz had questions
covering various aspects
from cuisine, culture, way of
life, history, geography, to
modern politics. The quiz,
which is the first among its
kind, started in 2015 using
Facebook platform and has
been continued annually,
now reached its 5th anniversary with 1,36,000 fans from
over 150 cities and towns
across India. Namaste
Thailand Online Quiz is the
longest running and most
successful social media campaign by an embassy in India.
After its success, seven other
embassies in New Delhi have
followed suit and organised
similar projects.
This year, the contest ran
for two months from April to
May with nearly six lakh
page visit, 1,36,042 page
likes, 1,69,805 post likes, and
21,964 comments. This
theme was “Thailand and
the World” which highlighted the country’s role on the
international stage, today
and in the past. Thailand is
the current ASEAN Chair,
and the Coordinator of
ASEAN-India Dialogue
Relations.
The Award Ceremony
was attended by esteemed
dignitaries including H E
C hut intor n G ongs a kdi,

N

Ambassador of Thailand to
India,
Thirapath
Mongkolnavin, Minister,
Royal Thai Embassy,
Thamanoon Kuprasert, general manager, Thai Airways
International, India, Aso
Lori, marketing officer,
Tour ism Aut hor ity of
Thailand, New Delhi Office,
embassy diplomats, quizcraft
team and the contest’s grand
prize winner, participants
along with their families.
The award ceremony
commenced with a presentation of report of the Namaste
Thailand Online Quiz 2019
followed by Chutintorn
Gongsakdi, Ambassador of
Thailand congratulating the
winners. He talked about the
social media, being a powerful medium, helps promote
closer ties between the peoples. He hoped that the participants have learned more
about Thailand and understood the similarities and
linkages between the two
countries.
The winners and participants were felicitated with
certificates along with gifts
from the Royal Thai Embassy,
Tourism Authority of
Thailand, and Thai Airways.
Sai Sandeep Ponnaganti, an
engineering student from
Kurnool, Andhra Pradesh,
who stayed persistently on
top of the leader board with
the maximum number of
points, is the Grand Prize
Winner. He won a return
ticket and holiday package for
2 to Thailand.
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FC, a Government
owned NBFC has sucP
cessfully tapped international market and raised USD 1
billion through Reg-S bonds
in one go. This was the
PFC's first issuance in the
international market after
successful acquisition of
Government of India holding in REC.
The issuance attracted a
strong and diversified order
book indicating investor's
confidence towards PFC's
differentiated credit despite
volatile market conditions
and concerns oveR IndiAN
NBFI sector.
The USD 1 billion RegS transaction was executed
through two tranches. The
five-year tranche for USD
400 million at 3.87 per cent
at a reoffer spread of 195 bps
over five year UST and 10
year tranche for USD 600
million at 4.577 per cent at a
re-offer spread of 242.5 bps
over
10
year
UST.Commenting on the
occasion, chairman and
managing director of PFC
Rajeev Sharma stated that the
transaction establishes PFC
status as leading NBFI in
India having priced its first
dual and largest USD bonds
transaction for Governmentowned Indian NBFC. This is
also PFC's first USD issuance
in the five-year tenure. The
successful completion of the
deal underscores investor's
continued confidence in PFC
post acquisition of REC.
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iolent clashes broke out in
Hong Kong on Wednesday
as police tried to stop protesters storming the city’s parliament, while tens of thousands
of people blocked key arteries
in a show of strength against
government plans to allow
extraditions to China.
Police used tear gas, rubber
bullets and batons to disperse
crowds of black-clad demonstrators — most of them young
people and students — calling
for authorities to scrap the
Beijing-backed law.
Clashes broke out shortly
after 3:00 pm — the deadline
protesters had given for the government to abandon the controversial bill — and continued
throughout the afternoon in the
worst political violence the city
has seen in years.
Rows of riot police battled
protesters — many wearing
face masks, helmets or goggles
and using umbrellas as shields
— who had gathered in the
centre of the city ahead of a
scheduled debate in the city’s
legislature.
That debate had to be
rescheduled “to a later date”
after huge crowds seized major
roads outside the parliament.
The scenes echoed the prodemocracy
“Umbrella
Movement” of 2014 where protesters calling for greater democratic rights shut down swathes
of the city for two months and
battled police but won no concessions from Beijing.
In a repeat of four years ago
people flooded major roads

V

and junctions on Wednesday,
dragging barricades onto highways and tying them together.
Others plucked loose bricks
from pavements.
After the deadline expired,

protesters broke into the forecourt of the legislature in a bid
to breach the building and
demonstrators were seen
throwing missiles including
metal bars at riot police.

An injured policeman was
carried away unconscious.
Police beat back demonstrators
first with batons and pepper
spray, then firing rubber bullets
and bean bag rounds — small
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pause and reflect on these controversial measures,” Foreign
Secretary Jeremy Hunt said. “It
is essential that the authorities
engage in meaningful dialogue
and take steps to preserve Hong
Kong’s rights and freedoms and
high degree of autonomy, which
underpin its international reputation.”
Agencies

London: Britain urged the
Hong Kong Government to
“pause and reflect” on an extradition bill that has sparked
widespread protests, and said
the former British colony must
take steps to protect its rights,
freedoms and high degree of
autonomy.
Hong Kong police fired

rubber bullets and tear gas at
demonstrators who threw plastic bottles on Wednesday over
an extradition bill that would
allow people to be sent to
mainland China for trial.
“I urge the Hong Kong government to listen to the concerns
of its people and its friends in the
international community and to
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Dubai: Yemen’s Houthis have
fired a missile at Saudi Arabia’s
Abha airport, wounding 26 civilians in the building’s arrivals hall,
according to the Saudi-UAE-led
coalition fighting the rebels. In a
statement on Wednesday, the
coalition said a projectile hit the
arrivals hall at Abha airport,
causing material damage. Three
women and two children were
among the wounded, who were
of Saudi, Yemeni and Indian
nationalities, it said.
Eight people were taken to
hospital while most were treated on site. The attack could
amount to a war crime and
proved that the Houthis have
acquired “advanced weapons
from Iran”, the coalition said,
vowing to take “urgent and
timely” measures in response.
There was no immediate
response from Iran. Houthiaffiliated al-Masirah TV reported Houthi forces launched a
cruise missile attack on Abha
airport, which is about 200km
north of the border with Yemen
and serves domestic and
regional routes.
Agencies
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yrian air defence shot down
Israeli missiles targeting the
Ssouth
of the country on
Wednesday, state media said, as
a monitor reported positions of
the regime’s Lebanese ally
Hezbollah had been hit. The
attack was launched in the
early hours of the morning
against the Tall al-Hara sector
near the Golan Heights,
according to official news
agency SANA, which said there
had been no casualties.
It did not specify what had
been targeted. SANA also
accused Israel of conducting an
“electronic war” and “jamming”
Syrian radar. The Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights,
a Britain-based war monitor,
said the strikes had targeted
positions of the Hezbollah Shiite
movement in two locations, but
without causing any casualties.
“All the positions hit had
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fter facing flak for using
unethical and discreet ways
A
of collecting user-information,
Facebook has decided to pay
Android users in India and the
US just to monitor how they
use their phones.
To fulfil this purpose, the
social networking giant has
launched a new app called
Study which is available for
download on Google’s
Playstore for Android users
aged 18 and above.
The app would not only
monitor installed apps on a
person’s phone but also observe
the amount of time spent on
those apps along with details
like the users’ location and
additional app data which
could reveal other specific features being used, The Verge
reported on Tuesday.
“When analysing data from
this app, we reference other
information Facebook has
about you, such as your age,
gender and you use Facebook
Company Products. This
allows us to learn more about
how participants use different
ser vices,” the Study app
description on Google
Playstore reads.

The company says it would
not see any specific content,
including messages, passwords,
and websites the users visit, the
report said.
Earlier this year, it was
revealed that the social media
giant was secretly paying people to install a “Facebook
Research” Virtual Private
Network (VPN) that was letting
the company access user’s data.
It was also highlighted that,
since 2016, Facebook was paying users aged 13 to 35 up to
$20 per month, plus referral
fees, to sell their privacy by
installing the iOS or Android
“Facebook Research” app.
Moreover, media reports
also claimed that Facebook even
asked users to screenshot their
Amazon order history pages.
However, the launch of
Study shows that Facebook
clearly feels that it still needs
this data on how people are
using their phones, and that the
company has learnt a thing or
two from the last controversy,
the report added.
The company has so far not
disclosed the amount of money
it is planning to offer the participants, who are required to
have a PayPal account for
receiving payments.

the Lebanese Hezbollah there,”
Observatory head Rami Abdel
Rahman said. The missiles targeted Tall al-Hara, a hill in the
southern province of Daraa
where Hezbollah has radars
and the regime has air defence
batteries, said the Observatory,
which relies on sources inside
Syria for its information.
It also targeted barracks for
the Lebanese fighters in the
abandoned town of Quneitra
on the Syrian-controlled side of
a demilitarised zone between
both countries in the Golan.
The town has been largely
in ruins for over four decades
since it was razed by Israeli
forces before they withdrew
under a 1974 United Nations
agreement. Israel has carried
out hundreds of air strikes in
Syria since the beginning of the
conflict in 2011, targeting
forces loyal to President Bashar
al-Assad and the regime’s allies
Iran and Hezbollah.
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fabric bags filled with lead pellets — and dozens of rounds of
tear gas as they cleared one side
of the surrounded parliament
building.
Hong Kong’s police chief
Stephen Lo defended his officers, saying they had shown
restraint until “mobsters” tried
to storm parliament. “These
violent protesters kept charging
at our line of defence, and used
very dangerous weapons,
including... Throwing metal
barricades at us and throwing
bricks,” he said.
Many Hong Kongers are
incensed that the Government
ignored a massive march on
Sunday calling for the
bill to be scrapped.
“It’s the Government who
has forced people to escalate
their actions, so I think it’s
inevitable for the fight this
time to get heated,” said 21year-old protester Lau Ka-chun.
Organisers said more than a
million people turned out on
Sunday to oppose the proposed law, which would allow
Hong Kong to send suspects to
other jurisdictions around the
world — including China.
But the record numbers
failed to sway Hong Kong’s proBeijing leader Carrie Lam, who
has rejected calls to withdraw
the bill. Matthew Cheung, the
city’s chief secretary, on
Wednesday called on demonstrators to withdraw.
“I also urge citizens who
have gathered to show restraint
as much as possible, disperse
peacefully and do not
defy the law,” he said in a video
message.
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he European Commission
warned on Wednesday that
T
Britain will have to pay its outstanding share of the existing
EU budget even if it leaves the
union without a withdrawal
agreement. In a statement on
preparations for Britain’s departure, Brussels said it would not
enter talks on future trade until
London honours “the financial
obligations the UK has made as
a member state”.
Under the Brexit withdrawal agreement agreed last
year between outgoing British
Prime Minister Theresa May
and her fellow EU leaders,
Britain would owe the union
approximately 39 billion
pounds. This sum would cover
budget commitments up
through a transition period at
the end of next year, but the
British parliament has refused
to ratify the treaty and Brexit has
been delayed until October 31.
May is due to step down
and some of the challengers to
replace her, including frontrunner former foreign minister Boris Johnson, have said
they are ready to leave Europe
without an agreement on that
date. This would mean, the EU
statement said, there would be
no transition period next year
— which officials estimate
would save Britain around 12
billion euros on the bill — but
the balance would be outstanding.
Johnson has suggested that
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S President Donald Trump
U
accidentally revealed on
Tuesday that Mexico agreed to
take stronger legal action to halt
Central American migrants if
its initial efforts to stem the
flow don’t show results in 45
days. In bright sunshine outside
the White House, Trump
waved what he said was the text
of an agreement Mexican and
US officials signed Friday to
avert the application of tariffs
on their exports to the US.
Photographs of the document revealed that Mexico
appeared to pledge to enact or
enforce certain domestic laws
if Washington is not satisfied
with the results of its first
promised efforts — deploying
6,000 National Guardsmen to
reinforce its southern border
and expanding its policy of taking back asylum-seekers as the
US processes their claims.
If, after 45 days, the US
government “determines at its
discretion” that the results

aren’t enough, the document
says, “the Government of
Mexico will take all necessary
steps under domestic law to
bring the agreement into force.”
The document gives the
Mexican government another
45 days to achieve that. It was
not clear what specific measures the Mexican government
would have to take.
Washington said last week
it wanted Mexico to agree to a
“safe third country” policy, in
which migrants entering
Mexican territory must apply
for asylum there rather than in
the US.
Trump waved the ostensible agreement in front of
reporters amid questions about
whether his administration
really did reach a substantial
agreement last week to stem the
flow of hundreds of thousands
of migrants who pass
through Mexico to enter the
United States.
The initial deal appeared to
repeat previous undertakings
the Mexicans have made.

withholding the funds could
give Britain leverage in the
divorce talks, but Wednesday’s

EU statement said no such
negotiations would begin if
the bill is not honoured.
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ormer British Foreign
Secretary Boris Johnson on
F
Wednesday said the UK must
leave the European Union on
October 31 as he launched his
bid to replace outgoing Prime
Minister Theresa May as
leader of the Conservatives.
“After three years and two
missed deadlines, we must
leave the EU on October 31,”
Johnson told a crowded room
in the London borough of
Westminster.
The leadership contender
said he would not be aiming
to pull the UK out of the bloc
without a deal, though
acknowledged that such a
scenario could not be ruled
out, Efe news reported.
Johnson, the former
Mayor of London who went
on to ser ve as Foreign
Secretary in May’s Cabinet
and subsequently resigned
from that role, said the population felt “disillusion or
even despair” when it came to

the government’s ability to get
the UK out of Europe.
He said that the public
would be relieved after Brexit
as it would allow the country
to focus on other pressing
issues. Johnson said the government was stuck at a crossroads, warning there was a
risk that the population would
lose confidence in politicians
if the situation carried on as
it was. For Johnson, a new setback for Brexit would be the
opposition Labour Party of
Jeremy Corbyn getting into
Government.
The former London
Mayor drew on his experience
in that post, saying he had got
the capital through riots,
strikes as well as overseeing the
Olympics in 2012. He now
seeks to replicate what he did
for London across the whole
country, he said. According to
Johnson, the country needs to
be united and it needs better
infrastructure, including faster
broadband and more metro
networks.
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Riyadh: An Indian woman was among the 26 people injured in
a missile attack by Yemen’s rebel Houthi militia on Saudi Arabia’s
Abha International Airport on Wednesday, a spokesperson of the
Saudi-led Arab coalition involved in the war in Yemen said.
The attack took place in the morning, state-run Saudi Press
Agency reported, citing a statement given by Col Turki Al-Maliki.
A projectile fired by the Houthi militia hit the arrival hall
at Abha International Airport in southwestern Asir province, he
said, adding that 26 passengers of different nationalities were
injured by the projectile, including three women (from India,
Yemen and Saudi Arabia) and two Saudi children.
Eight of the moderately injured were transferred to a hospital for treatment, while 18 were treated at the site for minor
injuries. There was also some physical damage to the airport
lounge, the report said.
IANS
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he supreme factor in
this Match No 3 for
India is not Boult's
magnum opus or the
fiery Shikhar Dhawan’s injury
lay over. It is weather and forecast is that there will be rain at
least till the noon after which
conditions will start drying
up.
The met office here being
accurate 99 times out of 100,
most probably it will be a truncated match, possibly being
reduced to 30 or so overs an
innings which, in turn, needs
different strategies, changed
mindsets and a game plan that
can stand the fast and furious
format this 50-over match may
turn into.
The rain has been so
intense and unreasonable in
these past couple of days that
the Notts feel Moses is on his
way which means a biblical performance in the middle too if,
at all, there is a rain halt and the
outfield responds to the supersoppers as never before. That
said, the Trent Bridge cricket
ground is known for its excellent drainage system and has
soaked in more than other
grounds have the bargain for.
But all this changes nothing for Team India which practised at the cricket ground on
match eve, Dhawan being part
of the spectators. Fielding
queries around Dhawan’s
absence and the weather conditions, team coach Sanjay
Bangar said, “every match is
challenging. All teams are well
prepared and know each other's
strengths and weaknesses, so
nothing changes for us. Our
preparation and approach take
each team in view.”
India infamously lost their
practice match to New Zealand
the other day at The Oval with
Boult and Jimmy Neesham
tearing into the Indian defence
with alacrity, ease and seven
wickets. But practice is different from real time where India
will be in the middle after two
big wins, one against the South
Africans on a difficult pitch and
the other against none short of
the defending champions
Australia. Both were well
fought and strategized victories
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where the bowlers did as well
as the batsmen.
Though Australia was
taken largely on the blade of
Shikhar Dhawan, not to mention the seasoned arm department, the opener who will be
sorely missed for the next three
or four matches as he sits out
to mend his left-hand fracture,
is second only to a good back- APeXBWPbcaX[TUcfPcRWTbEXaPc:^W[XRT]cTaQPcX]cWT]TcbSdaX]VPcaPX]X]VbTbbX^]PWTPS^U8]SXP´b\PcRWPVPX]bc=TfITP[P]SPcCaT]c1aXSVT
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up plan. “KL (Rahul) moves up
to the top of the order with
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options in place for the No 4 the intent and the expertise to Dinesh
Karthik,
slot,” Bangar told journalists on tide over multifarious oppo- Bhuvneshwar Kumar, <PcRWTb
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Hope Moses comes and Shankar, Rohit Sharma, 8]F^a[S2d_
of an unsettled Rohit Sharma
but KL Rahul has been in the goes on match eve and leaves Kuldeep Yadav
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good books of fearless perfor- Thursday for sunshine and Ne w Z ealand: Kane
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mances as an opener and him some good winning strokes by Williamson (c), Ross Taylor,
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the six batsmen have gone out
Munro, Ish Sodhi, Henry 8]SXP
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in the middle, except Kedar. India: Virat Kohli (c), Jasprit Nicholls, Martin Guptill, =TfITP[P]S '!
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Hardik and Mahi have also got Bumrah, Yuzvendra Chahal, Matt Henr y, Jimmy
5PXbT[5TPcdaTb
game time,” and you have a MS Dhoni (wk), Ravindra Neesham
relief in sight.
Bangar’s optimism is well
founded. It should be taken
into account that India performed equally well against
South Africa when Dhawan
did not fire into the scoreboard
at all.
the tournament,” he said.
Also, as Bangar says, shift“Since Dhawan's assessing up and down the order has
ment will take 10-12 days,
its positives. “The advantage of
till that point of time, we
playing in various spots is
wanted to make sure if and
that you understand the game
when the replacement is
?=BQ =>CC8=670<
much better. If a player is able
required and I am saying if
to do that, like Rahul Dravid
and when, then it is always
he nation may need to
did, it always helps the team
good to have a replacement
know right away but
big time as also the player himplayer coming in and pracTeam India assistant coach
self. It is a mental adjustment
tising with the team as a
Sanjay Bangar says a final call
for which the player requires
stand-by,” Bangar added.
on opening batsman Shikhar
a lot of skill,” he said, leaving
“As far as Shikhar is conDhawan, who fractured his
it unsaid that KL is the man
cerned, we are observing
left hand in the game against
with that asset.
him and it will take some
Australia, will be taken only
New Zealand though is a
time, around 10 or 12 days
after 10 to 12 days. “He is too
tricky opponent, trickier than
to figure out where he
precious to be ruled out just
the rest India has faced so far.
stands. We will be in a betyet,” he added at the preThe Black Caps have won all
ter position to take a call
match Press conference.
their three matches so far,
then because we don't want
Clearing the confusion
limiting Sri Lanka, Bangladesh
to rule out a precious playover the replacement, he
and Afghanistan to a less than
er like Shikhar, straight at the
announced that Rishabh Pant
250 total.
time of the injury," Bangar
would be flying in as standAdd to that paceman Tim
said.
by and joining the team
0?
Southee and batter Henry
Dhawan is slated to be
practice sessions from BWXZWPa3WPfP]XbbTT]fXcWWXb[TUcWP]SR^eTaTSfXcWPRPbcSdaX]VcaPX]X]V
Nicholls returning to optiout of the games at least
Manchester onwards.
mum fitness and skipper
An injured Dhawan, who least three or four games till
“It will, however, be good against New Z ealand,
Kohli, otherwise sorted himbatted for 20 long overs and when, Bangar suggested, the for Pant to practice with the Pakistan and Afghanistan,
self in all departments, will
made a century after being replacement will come from team and be match ready if and maybe West Indies on
have a tough opening to close.
hit on his hand, will miss at within the team 15.
at all Dhawan is ruled out of June 27.
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CITY OF ROBIN HOOD,LACE & BOOTS
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ottingham is much more
than the lovely long and
N
green woods it spreads over from
its most northernly perch of East
Midlands territory. It is pure
bread, from the heart, heroically
Robin Hood country and its
most sought-after trail is the
Robin Hood trail by one very
interesting walker-guidehumourist-historian Ezekial Bone
who lives the character to the
hilt. His trails happen only on
weekends and are booked well in

4iTZXP[1^]T\^STa]SPhA^QX]7^^S[^^ZP[XZT

advance. Beyond Robin Hood
there more. Nottingham is also
the place where the famous Boots
pharmacy started off in 1849, as
a herbal story if you please! Then
there is no less a writer than DH
Lawrence, the author of Lady
Chatterley’s Lover who was born
in 10 km north-west of
Nottingham. A coal mining city
in the yore of English industry,
the city is also known for its 19th
century lace industry and the
Lace Market is beeping light on
the Nottingham tourist map. The
Lace Market is close to Old

Market Square where you will
find a statue of another man who
some might describe as a heroic
outlaw. Brian Clough, the outspoken football manager, led
unheralded Nottingham Forest
from the second tier of the
English game to successive
European Cup triumphs in the
late 1970s. Forest’s ground on the
banks of the River Trent is located close to Trent Bridge cricket
ground and forms, along with
the home of Notts County, the
oldest professional football
league club in the world.
CaT]c1aXSVT8]]cWPc^eTa[^^ZbcWTRaXRZTcVa^d]S

INN NOT OUT
he Trent Bridge Inn overlooking the cricket
ground from one corner in the behind,
T
looks much lived in, heavy with history and a
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SKETCHERS FROM US
hirag and gang are here all
C
the way from the US. The
motely group of youngsters,

7PaSXZ?P]ShPbXV]bPdc^VaP_WbPccWTQPRZ^U2WXaPV´b[XUT[XZT
bZTcRWTb

otherwise data analysts and
what not of the cyber world,
are here on a one-match holiday mostly from New Jersey.
What makes them stand out is
the artist among them –
Chirag from New York – who
has made picture perfect,

more real than original,
sketches of Team India biggies. These include one each
of Virat Kohli, Rohit Sharma,
Hardik Pandya, Shikhar
Dhawan, Ravindra Jadeja and
two of MS Dhoni. “I am a
total Dhoni fan,” he says
unabashedly, holding the
photo frame close to his heart.
Braving the Nottingham
weather, the group stood at
the Trent Bridge stadium gates
for over three hours to get an

acknowledgment of their art
from the players. Chirag said
each portrait took 13 to 14
hours to sketch as accuracy
was his main stress point.
Coming out to hop into the
team bus after a practice session, Hardik Pandya obliged
the group, which has two girls
in Ragini and Hiral among
them, with autographs even
though the others went
straight past them into the
bus.

landmark the Notts are proud off. It is one of
the oldest living buildings of the city and was
there much before the cricket ground was
made. The long-standing local landmark was
not always known as the Trent Bridge Inn. An
1838 map shows it up as the “Three Horses
Shoes and Crown” which got demolished in
1890 after which the present structure was
built, to be last refurbished for 3 million
pounds in 2011 by the Weatherspoon family.
Back in the 19th century, this inn was used as a
resting place for travellers before they could
enter the city next morning. The inn was
instrumental in creating the cricket ground
which was set up in competition to the one
owned by the town council. The first cricket
match here was created by William Clarke in
1838 who was the captain of the
Nottinghamshire cricket team. He had married
Mary Chapman, the landlady of the Trent
Bridge Inn and they had arranged for the land
behind the inn to be made into a cricket
ground.
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ormer Indian skipper Kapil Dev
believes team India should not
F
think much about fitness issues

?C8 Q =>CC8=670<

ew Zealand batsman Ross
Taylor's considerable
knowledge about the Trent
Bridge ground tells him that the
shorter boundaries here may play
on the mind of India's wrist spin
duo during their World Cup
encounter Thursday.
Taylor, who has been a successful pro for the Nottinghamshire
county side, is confident that New
Zealand can effectively tackle the
wrist spin duo of Yuzvendra
Chahal and Kuldeep Yadav.
"We've faced India a lot in
recent times and had some success
against them. Obviously, they are
two world class spinners but I think
we've had success at different
stages. The shorter boundaries
sometimes can play on the minds
of the spinner," Taylor said at the
pre-match press conference.
Asked about Dhawan's
absence, Taylor said: "Obviously
Shikhar is a big loss to India. The
presence, he plays very well at ICC
tournaments and has a very good
record over here.
"He and Rohit Sharma have a
very good partnership, and I think
they complement each other well
because they're right and lefthanded."
With Dhawan missing in
action, India will have a lot of righthanders in the batting line-up and
Taylor feels it will make it difficult
for their opponent to exploit the
shorter boundaries here.
"A lot of these grounds in the
UK have a short boundary to one
side, and if you've got two right
handers or two left handers, you
can't exploit it as much," Taylor
said.
"As we see, it's traditionally a
short boundary here. If that is the
case, then hopefully we can exploit
it with the right, left-handers, as I
am sure India and other teams that
are playing here will try and do."
Taylor had a good season with
the Notts and he loves everything
about the Trent Bridge ground.
"No, it's a great place to play

N
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cricket. Traditionally, it can favor
the batters at times, but I am sure
that bowlers will be — going to
have a little bit there.
"It's been out in the kettles for
two or three days and hasn't seen
the sun. I'm sure — we'll have to

wait and see what happens," he
said.
Just like Aaron Finch, Taylor
has accepted the fact that Indian
supporters will outnumber their
fans.
"First and foremost, it's a great

1[PRZRP_bCfXccTa

place to play cricket, and I'm sure
any time we play India in a neutral
venue is always going to be more
Indian supporters than New
Zealand. I'm sure that's something we're looking forward to as
well."

related to star opener Shikhar
Dhawan, who suffered thumb injury
during India's clash against Australia
on 9th June at London and should
focus entirely on the next game
against New Zealand at Nottingham
today.
The star opener during his 117run innings was hit by Pat Cummins'
delivery which injured his thumb
because of which he wasn't able to
come and field during Australia's
innings. On Tuesday, he was
declared unfit to participate in the
team's next three games at least.
Speaking at the launch of fantasy sports platform – Apne11, 1983
World Cup winning skipper said:
"We should remain positive. There
is a possibility that the replacement
may turn out to be better than him
(Dhawan)."
"It's unfortunate to miss such an
experienced campaigner at the start
but I just hope whosoever is the next
one in line is better equipped than
him," he said.
It is believed that in absence of
Shikhar, KL Rahul will be asked to
open the innings with Rohit Sharma
and there is a fair share of opinion
about who will bat at No 4 position.
The former captain said that he
didn't want to comment on the same
and create confusion. "The decision
to replace is something that the team
management has to take and the
same goes with the batting order. I
would not like to comment and create confusion talking about the
replacement because this decision
will be made by the selectors and the
skipper. Batting order would also be
decided by the captain. We can just
expect whosoever comes in, is one
better than the previous."
India has so far dominated the
tournament with two dominating
wins in as many games against
strong opponents like South Africa
and Australia and Kapil is happy by
the show so far and expects team to
continue perform the same way.
"I am very happy with the way
the side has performed and expect
them to play like this only throughout the tournament. Both were big

7KULYHQRWMXVWVXUYLYH
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revor Bayliss insists England
have the capacity to thrive –
T
not just survive – against West

1T]Bc^ZTbfPcRWTbcWTQP[[SdaX]V4]V[P]S´b_aPRcXRTbTbbX^]

ew things in sport are as exciting as
watching a 90mph bowler and Corey
Collymore insists his four West
Indian speedsters can overwhelm
England’s two on Friday.
The Caribbean side have long been
renowned for producing destructive
quicks — think Michael Holding, Curtly
Ambrose and Courtney Walsh — but the
well began to noticeably dry following the
turn of the century.
However, in Oshane Thomas,
Shannon Gabriel, Sheldon Cottrell and
the recalled Andre Russell, they have four
paceman all capable of topping the magical 90mph barrier.
England boast two of their own in
Jofra Archer and Mark Wood, making
Friday's contest in Southampton one of
the most eagerly-anticipated games of the
tournament.
“We have quick bowlers too so it
should be a lively game," said bowling
coach Collymore — who also used to
bowl around the 90mph mark in his early
career.
“We have shown what we can do with
our fast bowlers, we are good enough to
take wickets with the new ball and then
go from there.

F

0?

Indies’ rapid fast bowlers when the
two lock horns on Friday.
Pace is the talk of the town
ahead of the meeting at the
Hampshire Bowl, with the
Caribbean side boasting four players who can top 90mph.
Oshane Thomas and Sheldon
Cottrell are in particularly good
form, the former terrorising
Pakistan in their opening ICC
Men’s Cricket World Cup game,
with the latter bamboozling South
Africa in the washed-out contest
on Monday.
England have a pair of inform quicks of their own in Jofra
Archer and Mark Wood and the
two sides could not be split in their
recent ODI series — drawing 2-2
in the Caribbean.
“We can handle anything that
is thrown at us,” he said.
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“I have not seen too many
with express pace here just yet but
we have a couple of good ones too
so I expect it to be tit for tat,” head
coach Bayliss said.
“We will have to play at our
best to come away with a win. In
the Caribbean, we were a little bit
up and down. They bowled fast

but then Mark Wood made a few
of their guys jump up and down.
“The wicket here is reasonably
flat and it has been in the past.
There have been a few more
wickets in the World Cup then
there has been in the last few years
so I expect the fast bowlers are
rubbing their hands together.”
Bayliss has a few selection
headaches, despite being optimistic about Jos Buttler’s fitness.
The vice-captain hurt his hip
while batting against Bangladesh
but appears to have overcome the
complaint — even if Bayliss is
unsure if he will keep wicket.
“I haven’t really thought about
it. We'll make that decision in the
next day or so," he said.
“It was a little bit precautionary the other day. He said he could
have kept, but he wasn't really sure
if he would be able to run after a
high catch.”
All-rounder Moeen Ali is also
pushing for a recall and Bayliss has
often deployed two spinners at the
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“I don't think many people like the
short stuff, whether it is England or the
West Indies. If you find a batsman that
has a weakness to it, then you go after

FX]SXTbCfXccTa

that.
“The West Indies have always produced fast bowlers. The two nations that
has always had talented fast bowlers for
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me are the West Indies and Pakistan.
“From years gone by, that was something we prided ourselves on and now you
see we have some more coming through.”
All eyes will be on Archer as he pre-

Hampshire Bowl in the past,
increasing the prospect that the
off-spinner will come in and join
Adil Rashid.
Spin has accounted for just six
of the 28 wickets England have
taken so far, with Moeen left out
against Bangladesh and Rashid
suffering a shoulder injury in the
build-up to the tournament, but
Bayliss is not yet concerned.
“Early in the tournament, or
prior to it, he [Rashid] had a niggle in the shoulder but he has got
over that and in the last couple of
weeks he has not had a problem,”
he added.
“What he needs is more bowling, whether that is in the nets or
in the games. I don’t think the
wickets have necessarily been an
advantage for the spinners yet.
“As we go through the tournament, when it might be drier and
drier wickets I expect he will come
into his own.”
2^dacTbh8221dbX]Tbb2^a_^aPcX^]
5I;;2! '

pares to face the West Indies for the first
time. The 24-year-old bowled the fastest
spell ever seen by an Englishman in ODI
cricket against Bangladesh last week and
he has six wickets in the tournament so
far.
However, when he opens at the
Hampshire Bowl he will be confronted by
the unique challenge of taking on Chris
Gayle.
While Archer has intimidated batsman in his young international career, 39year-old Gayle has a strong recent record
against England — belting 39 sixes
against them in the five-match ODI series
earlier this year — and Collymore does
not expect him to be so nervy.
“Chris thrives on that. I have known
him since he was 16 and he has always
loved a challenge. He has always enjoyed
the challenge of fast bowling so I expect
him to relish that,” he added.
“I have known Archer for a while and
I saw Wood in the Caribbean last year.
They are both very impressive, as we have
seen throughout this tournament.
“I did work with him [Archer] when
he was a lot younger in Barbados. He was
very impressive, the skills he shows now
are ones we always had so are expecting
more of the same from him.”
2^dacTbh8221dbX]Tbb2^a_^aPcX^]
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matches and I hope they would carry
the same spirit throughout the tournament," Kapil said.
He also applauded Hardik
Pandya's performance against
Australia where the Baroda allrounder was promoted up the order
to bat at No 4 after Dhawan's departure and he smashed 27-ball 48
which consists of three sixes and
four boundaries.
However he still considers him
as a batting all-rounder and expects
him to make bit more contributions
with the bowl. "For me he is a batting all-rounder but I would suggest
him to keep improving his bowling
as well. And if he can do that, he will
turn into a great team man which is
more important," he said.
"As for Yuvraj's (Singh), he was
one of best player team India ever
had and deser ves a farewell.
Retirement of such player like this
was not expected. He was elegant
and I wish our youngsters play like
him."
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ngland fast bowler Mark Wood says his side
E
will "fight fire with fire" when they face the
formidable West Indies pace attack.
Friday's World Cup clash in Southampton
is likely to be a bouncer barrage, with both
teams boasting aggressive bowling line-ups.
The West Indies dismissed Pakistan for 105
at Trent Bridge, the lowest total of the tournament, by unleashing an array of bouncers from
Oshane Thomas, Andre Russell and Sheldon
Cottrell.
With Wood partnered by Barbados-born
paceman Jofra Archer, and both having hit
95mph in the victory over Bangladesh, England
are not likely to shrink from the battle.
" T h e
Windies in this
World Cup have
come with a
clear game plan
and that is a lot
of short stuff,"
Wood said.
"We got a
taste of that in
the Windies on
the recent tour.
But
I
can
remember getting Darren
Bravo
and
Hetmyer out to <PaZF^^ScaPX]bSdaX]V4]V[P]S´b
421
short balls so it caPX]X]VbTbbX^]
is a good thing
we can fight fire with fire.
"It could be like that, just landing blow after
blow, back and forth, back and forth. The opposition batsmen don't get a break if there is pace
from both ends and it'd be nice if we can continue that trend.
"When real pace bowling is on show it definitely ruffles a few feathers and changes the
momentum of the game."
Speaking at the weekend Archer nominated himself as the quickest bowler in the
England ranks and expressed surprise when
told Wood had crept ahead of him with a delivery of 95.6mph — the fastest ball of the tournament.That head-to-head will continue
throughout the competition, with the Durham
man not minded to back down.
"It is a good competition between us, a
friendly one," he said.
"To have us both bowling at 94 and 95mph
and have two guys from the England team at
the top of that list is pretty good.
"It pushes us for sure. You're pushing each
other to be the best you can be and to be as
quick as you can be. You have banter about it
for sure, but you're helping each other.
"I'm trying to bowl 0.1 mph quicker than
Jofra and he's trying to bowl 0.1 faster than me."

"
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avid Warner was not his usual
destructive self but effective nevertheless, his first international century since completing the ball-tampering
ban setting up Australia's 41-run win
over Pakistan in the World Cup here on
Wednesday.
Australia looked set for a total in excess
of 350 while Warner and captain Aaron
Finch (82) were at the crease, but
Mohammad Amir (5/30) staged a grand
comeback with his best ODI bowling figures to bowl their opponents out for 307.
Pakistan's innings ended at 266 in 45.4
overs overs but not before the duo of
Sarfaraz Ahmed and Wahab Riaz gave the
Australians a scare with a rearguard action
that revived their hopes for a while.
Pakistan were at one stage tottering at
160 for six in the 30th over.
Riaz smashed 45 off 39 balls with two
fours and three sixes, while Sarfaraz made
40 off 48. The side's top-scorer though was
opener Imam-ul-Haq (53), Mohammad
Hafeez contributed 46 while Hasan Ali
blazed away to 32 off only 15 balls before
Mitchell Starc closed out the game at the
death.
“When I got out we had 70 balls to go,
as the ‘in’ batter you want to bat 50 overs.
We should have been around 340-50,
credit to Pakistan, their second spells
were fantastic and made it hard for us to
hit down the ground,” Warner said at the
post-match presentation ceremony.
The dashing left-handed opener struck
107 off 111 balls, with 11 fours and a six.
Earlier, sent into bat after the coin landed in Pakistan skipper Sarfaraz Ahmed's
favour, Australia were off to a steady start
with Warner and Finch helping them to 50
in 10 overs.
Amir started with a maiden and going
with only four mainline bowlers, Australia
knew they needed to score big to put
Pakistan under pressure.
The Aussies broke free against Shaheen
Afridi, with Finch hitting him over the deep
square leg fence for a six and Warner
employing the pull shot to get a four. As
Australia looked for quick runs, Amir
showed his class by bowling another maiden over.
Apart from the singles and twos, both
managed to find the ropes occasionally,
before Finch carted Mohammad Hafeez for
16 runs with the help of a six and two
boundaries.
After a stand that yielded 146 runs in
22.1 overs, Amir provided Pakistan the
much-needed breakthrough when he had
Finch hitting one high up in the air
towards extra cover.
Warner hit Hasan Ali for two consecutive fours, and then, there was a classy
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cover drive by Steve
Smith. A couple of quiet
overs was followed by a
productive one from
Australia's point of view,
with Warner smashing
Shoaib Malik for a six
over long-on and a four to
pick 15 runs.
Sitting pretty at 189
for two in the 29th over,
Smith tried to up the ante
but in doing so, ended up
giving a catch to Asif Ali,
who had dropped a sitter
in the slips earlier at The
Cooper
Associates
County Ground.
Glenn
Maxwell
struck 20 in 10 balls even
as Warner reached the
three-figure mark when
an edge flew between the
keeper and the wide slip
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ustralian pace spearhead
Josh Hazlewood admits
A
he is barely watching the World
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ohammed Amir had confessed
to spot-fixing only after then
M
ODI skipper Shahid Afridi slapped
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convinced he was letting down the
team."
Razzaq recalled he told Butt to
take a single and give him the
strike but he did not pay heed to his
advise.
"I was surprised when he
refused this strategy. When I
realised what he was up to (some-
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for a four. He got out
shortly after celebrating
his century with gusto.
The show, then,
belonged to Amir.
However, Amir's
effort was not not enough
as Pakistan suffered their
second defeat of the
showpiece.
Opener Imam-ulHaq made 53 off 75 balls
and steadied the innings
with a 54-run secondwicket with Babar Azam
(28) after the early dismissal of Fakhar Zaman.
For Australia, Pat
Cummins was the most
successful bowler with
figures of 3/33 while there
two wickets apiece for
Mitchell Starc and Kane
Richardson.
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the fast bowler while Salman Butt
was involved in corruption much
before Pakistan's ill-fated tour of
England in 2010, claimed former allrounder Abdul Razzaq.
Spilling the beans on the scandal which tarnished the image of
Pakistan cricket, Razzaq narrated the
Aamir incident while speaking to the
GNN news channel.
"He (Afridi) told me to leave the
room but after a while I heard the
sound of a slap and then Aamir told
the whole truth," Razzaq said.
The all-rounder also blamed the
then PCB set-up for bringing bad
name to Pakistan cricket.
"I thought instead of going to the
ICC to prove its efficiency, the PCB
should have instead directly taken
the three players to task despite their
denials and sent them back home on
some pretext. They should have
banned them for a year or so. In the
end by not doing this, the PCB spoilt
the image of Pakistan cricket worldwide."
Razzaq, 39, also claimed that
Butt was deliberately getting out and
playing dot balls much before the
scandal broke out in England.
"I shared my concerns with
Afridi but he said it is just my
Waham (misconception) and nothing is wrong. But when I was batting
with Salman Butt during a match of
the World T20 in West Indies, I was
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thing) I told him strictly to give me
the strike. Yet every over he deliberately played two or three balls and
then gave me strike. I got upset and
felt the pressure and got out."
Butt, Aamir and Mohammad
Asif were the three players eventually banned for a minimum of five
years in early 2011 by the ICC's anti-
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corruption tribunal after they were
first suspended in September 2010.
All three have now returned to
playing cricket after completing
their five-year bans. But only Aamir
has been considered and picked for
the Pakistan national team and is
presently competing in the World
Cup.

Cup as his disappointment at
not being selected continues to
cause him pain.
The 27-year-old was overlooked after being out of action
since January with a back
injury, as selectors preferred
him to focus on getting ready
for the Ashes Test series in
England, which begins in
August.
Hazlewood is currently in
camp at Brisbane with the
Australia A squads — along
with the likes of Peter
Handscomb, Travis Head and
Marcus Harris — ahead of
their departure for England on
Friday for a seven-week tour.
Now fully fit, he said he
had was trying to avoid the
World Cup and direct
his energies elsewhere.
"I'm trying to focus
on what I'm doing up
here,"
he
told
cricket.Com.Au on
Wednesday.
"I'll sit down at
night and watch a
couple of overs but
I'm trying to steer
clear of it a little bit.
"The more you
watch something, the
more you probably
miss it. So I'm just
trying to pretend it's
not on,
to a

degree." Instead his focus is on
the Ashes, and he warned that
he would be fresh and raring
to go against the English batsmen.
"I know I can do a great job
when I'm physically pretty
fresh and that's how I'm going
to enter this Ashes, so I'm
looking forward to it," he said.
Hazlewood is set to make
his return in the one-day format for Australia A from June
20, before three red-ball fixtures starting on July 7.
Those matches culminate
in an 'Australia v Australia A'
four-day fixture in Hampshire,
which will serve as a final
selection trial for the Ashes
squad.
"I've done as much as I can
in the nets," he said. "It takes
that time out in the middle now
to get that extra
couple of percent up to
one hundred."
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ith five matches left
to play at the Cricket
World Cup, South
Africa aim to be more flexible
in their approach as they
search for their first win.
Given the format of the
tournament, in which each
team plays the other nine once,
batting
coach
Dale
Benkenstein believes the ability to strategise more spontaneously could be the key to
success.
And with a clash with
Afghanistan in Cardiff up next,
the Proteas coach know it is
now or never for his side.
"The difference in tournaments to international cricket
is that in regular series you play
the same opposition four or
five times so you have an
opportunity to start slow, to
sum them up and then you can
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uka Jovic has pledged to
fight for his place at Real
L
Madrid after the Serbia striker was unveiled to his new
fans at the Santiago
Bernabeu on Wednesday.
Jovic kissed the badge
and applauded around
4,500 supporters that
turned out to welcome him
after Madrid had confirmed
the signing of the player
from Eintracht Frankfurt on
Tuesday for around 65 million euros ($73.5 million).
"I am the happiest kid
in the world," Jovic said in
a press conference. "I am
very happy to belong to the
biggest club in the world
and I hope to fulfil everything that is expected of
me."
Jovic's arrival on a sixyear contract means Madrid
have added three players
this summer, with Eder
Militao and Eden Hazard
also joining from Benfica
and Chelsea respectively.
Hazard will be presented at the Bernabeu on
Thursday night, when the
club hopes the attendance
could even exceed the
70,000 that greeted
Cristiano Ronaldo in 2009.
The Belgian is likely to
be a guaranteed starter next
season but Jovic's place
looks less secure given that
Karim B enzema and
Vinicius Junior were
arguably Madrid's two best
players last season.
As it stands, Gareth

Bale, Marco Asensio,
Brahim Diaz, Isco, Mariano
Diaz and Lucas Vazquez
also remain at the club,
completing a lengthy list of
attacking options.
"The competition is
fierce but if I work hard, I
will get my chance. Then if
I don't take it, it's my fault,"
said Jovic. "I have not talked
to Zidane yet but I've played
as a second striker at
Eintracht and I can also play
on my own."
He added: "I think I can
be do well with Benzema
but it is up to the coach to
decide."
Jovic joined Eintracht
on loan from Benfica in
2017 and after making the
move permanent, enjoyed a
superb second season with
the German club, scoring 17
goals in 32 league appearances.
He will be expected to
provide more incision up
front for Madrid, who
lacked goals last season,
struggling to fill the void left
by Ronaldo's departure to
Juventus.
Club
president
Florentino Perez claimed
Jovic chose Madrid ahead of
other interested clubs. "We
know very well that others
wanted to have you but you
have fought to be here,"
Perez said.
"We have to start winning again and today is a
day to welcome a player
who has to help us complete
this mission."

century in the tournament so
far and they have not had any
century stands.
He added: "The message is
that the batters have got to step
up and we haven't.
"I feel like we are batting
well but we just haven't done
it long enough. Everyone has
got in. We've had opportunities
to have hundred partnerships
and win matches but we
haven't done it.
"We try and play quite an
aggressive form of cricket.
Scores are much higher than
they used to be. Teams are
scoring big totals so when you
are in and you are dominating,

take them down," he said.
"Here, you are playing oneoff games. You are playing on
different wickets and against
different teams in ever y
match."
South Africa have never
played an ODI against
Afghanistan before, and must
claim victory in the Welsh
capital on Saturday to keep
their hopes of qualifying for
the semi-finals alive.
And Benkenstein wants to
see the batting line-up score
more runs and spend more
time at the crease in that
match especially as no South
African batsmen has scored a
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ndy Murray hopes to be
A
back on the singles court
later this year, but the British former world number one is setting
no time limits on his return.
Murray will step up his
comeback bid from the hip
surgery he underwent in January
when he competes in the doubles
with Feliciano Lopez at Queen's
Club next week.
The 32-year-old then plans
to play doubles at Wimbledon,
where he has won two of his
three singles Grand Slam titles.
However, Murray still
expects to take his time before
returning to singles action,
which probably rules out competing at the US Open at the end
of August.
"It's baby steps just now," said
the Scot. "I'm feeling good, pretty much pain-free and enjoying
kind of just training, practising,
improving all the time just now.

you've got to try and make the
most of it.
"Sometimes we don't get
that balance right. We try and
accelerate maybe a bit too fast
rather than getting our heads
down and ticking it over and
the batters getting us more to
the end of the game."
Benkenstein also assured
supporters that South Africa
have left no stone unturned as
they bid to turn their form
around, both in the nets and
with their mental conditioning.
"We are practicing as hard
as we can and trying to give the
batters as much confidence as
we can. "We're making them

"I don't think when
Wimbledon finishes that I will
just step onto the singles court
the following week and everything's good. I still have quite a
lot of work to do before I'm at a
level where I feel like I'll be able
to be competitive."
Murray, who last played singles at the Australian Open in
January, said he had been making consistent progress but he
would probably plateau at some
stage.
"I hope at some stage this
year I would be able to get back
to playing singles again," said
Murray.
"When that is, I'm not really interested in putting a time
limit on because I'm quite happy
just now so I don't need to play
singles after Wimbledon or at the
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US Open.
"If I can, that would be brilliant, but I don't think that's
going to be the case. I think it's
going to take a bit longer."
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anchester United have tied up the signM
ing of Daniel James from Swansea, both
clubs announced on Wednesday, with the 21-
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remember when they played
well and that you can't just
become bad players in a week.
And, like so many in the
South
African
camp,
Benkenstein believes a change
in fortunes is not far away.
"I really feel we are one
game away from getting all
those things right. If we get
that right, the confidence levels will be up there and then we
may peak at the right time," he
added.
"At previous World Cups,
we have done very well and
then when it came to the end
of the tournaments, we've been
feeling the pressure there
whereas now, we've been feeling it from the start, from
everybody. Maybe the story
has just got a bit of a different
script."

year-old Wales winger becoming manager Ole
Gunnar Solskjaer's first signing at Old
Trafford. James has signed a five-year contract,
with the option to extend for a further year.
Reports said the initial fee was about £15 million ($19 million).
James, a graduate of the Swansea academy, scored five goals in 38 appearances during an impressive 2018-19 campaign with the
Championship side. Solskjaer told United's
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Murray has been training
with American Frances Tiafoe
but has still not fully tested his
recovery with any singles practice matches.

website: "Daniel is an exciting young winger
with lots of skills, vision, exceptional pace and
a good work ethic. He had a great season with
Swansea City and has all the attributes needed to become a Manchester United player.
"We are delighted he has signed with our
club and we are all looking forward to working with him. This is the perfect environment
for Daniel to continue his development."
The transfer comes less than a month after
the death of James's father.
James said: "This is one of the best days
of my life and a challenge I am really looking forward to. The Premier League is the best
league in the world and Manchester United
is the perfect place for me to continue to develop as a player.
"This is an incredibly proud moment for
me and my family. However, it is tinged with
sadness that my father isn't able to share this
experience with us. I am looking forward to
working with Ole, meeting the team and getting started."
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taly needed a late winner from
Marco Verratti to defeat a deterImined
Bosnia-Herzegovina 2-1 in
Euro 2020 qualifying on Tuesday,
while Germany and France piled
up the goals in lopsided victories.
Edin Dzeko fired Bosnia in
front in Turin, but Lorenzo Insigne
equalised shortly after half-time
and Verratti curled home on 86
minutes to earn a fourth win in as
many attempts for Roberto
Mancini's side in Group J.
"I expected the difficulties, but
we showed the strength and the
conviction to overturn it," said
Mancini.
"The important thing is that we
are first in the group." World
champions France rebounded from
last weekend's defeat in Turkey
with a trouble-free 4-0 win away to
minnows Andorra.
"We reacted well after not
playing to our usual level on
Saturday against a good Turkey
team. It looked easy today and the
intensity wasn't the same but we
played really well," said France
coach Didier Deschamps.
He retained just four of those
who began Saturday's 2-0 loss in
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Konya, handing first international starts to Kurt
Zouma, Clement Lenglet
and Leo Dubois.
Kylian Mbappe opened
the scoring with a chipped
finish on 11 minutes, with
Wissam Ben Yedder and
Florian Thauvin adding
to their lead in the first half.
Zouma bundled home a fourth
on the hour as France reclaimed
top spot in Group H after Iceland
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beat Turkey 2-1 in Reykjavik
to further sour the mood in
the visiting camp.
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Germany made light
work of Estonia as Serge
Gnabry and Marco Reus
fired them to a thundering 8-0 victory in Mainz.
Gnabry and Reus scored two
goals each, with Leon Goretzka,
Ilkay Gundogan, Timo Werner

and Leroy Sane also on target, as
Germany ran riot to seal a third
win from three games in Group C.
Underdogs Estonia were helpless against a bright young
Germany side who now appear to
have left last year's World Cup woes
far behind them.
"Opponents like this are not
the benchmark for us," warned
Reus. "It was important for us to get
into a rhythm and get to know each
other better on the pitch, but we
have to stay realistic."
Joachim Loew's team are still
playing catch-up to Northern
Ireland after Paddy McNair struck
four minutes from the end in a 10 victory in Belarus.
Belgium extended their perfect
start to Group I with a 3-0 defeat
of Scotland in Brussels.
Romelu Lukaku headed in an
Eden Hazard cross on the stroke of
half-time and bagged a second
early in the second half, with
Kevin De Bruyne thumping home
another at the death.
"This is a good victory and it
is nice to be able to score," said
Lukaku. "The team is getting better every time."
Russia followed up their 9-0
trouncing of San Marino with a
much nervier win over Cyprus that
came courtesy of a single goal by
Aleksei Ionov.
Ryan Giggs's Wales suffered
back-to-back losses as Mate Patkai
struck 10 minutes from time to
earn Hungary a 1-0 victory in
Budapest.
The Hungarians, the only side
to have played four games in
Group E, are top on nine points,
three clear of Slovakia, who were
5-1 winners in Azerbaijan where
Marek Hamsik scored twice.
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he United States began their trophy defence in scintillating
T
style with 13-0 Women’s World Cup
thrashing of Thailand in a ruthless
demonstration of strength to potential quarter-final opponents and
hosts France, who return to action
on Wednesday against Norway.
Three-time champions USA
scored 10 goals in the second half
in Reims on Tuesday as they
eclipsed Germany's 11-0 win over
Argentina in 2007 and shattered
their own previous tournament
best of 7-0.
Alex Morgan starred with five
goals, Rose Lavelle and Samantha
Mewis netted twice each and
Lindsey Horan, Megan Rapinoe,
Mallory Pugh and Carli Lloyd also
got on the scoresheet in an embarrassingly one-sided Group F
encounter watched by more than
18,000.
The Americans hit back after at
suggestions they could have eased
up and saved 34th-ranked Thailand
from complete humiliation.
“This is a world championship
so every team that is here has been
fantastic to get to this point. To be
respectful to opponents is to play
hard against opponents,” said USA
coach Jill Ellis.
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Morgan, who now has 106
goals for her country, matched a
record set by her compatriot
Michelle Akers by scoring five
times in a World Cup game.
“We always want to have any
world record and anything we can
get over the Germans, we'll take it,”
joked Rapinoe.
If USA top the group, they
could be on a collision course to
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play Corinne Diacre's France in the
quarter-finals in Paris.
The hosts cruised to a 4-0 win
over South Korea in their first outing last Friday and are hoping to
build on that when they take on
Norway in Nice in Group A on
Wednesday evening.
Norway’s Scandinavian neighbours Sweden kicked off their
World Cup campaign with a 2-0
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win over Chile in Rennes on
Tuesday, but only after a hold-up
because of a violent storm.
Sweden face Thailand next in
Group F, while Chile tackle the
USA in Paris on Sunday.
European champions the
Netherlands beat New Zealand 10 in Le Havre in Group E thanks
to a Jill Roord goal in stoppage
time.

